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About the Author :

Richard W. Pollay is a teaching and research professor at the
business school of the University of British Columbia (UBC) . He
teaches Advertising and Marketing Management to both senior
undergraduate and graduate students, dealing with corporate
decisions on marketing strategy and advertising research and
implementation. With his students functioning as an advertising
agency, he and they consult with many local and regional
businesses every year . He was recently Visiting Professor in
residence at Benton 6 Bowles, Manhattan .
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Within the past few years his research on the social and culture
effects of advertising has appeared in the Advances in .Consumer
Research, American Academv of Advertising, European Journal of
Marketin¢, Journal of Advertising History, Journal of Marketine,
Journal of Consumer Research, and Current Issues and Research in
Advertisin¢ . He has recently served as the Program Committee Co-
chair for the Association for Consumer Research, and sits on their
Executive Committee .

He is Curator of the History of Advertising Archives at UBC . His
research is on advertising's history and social importance . He
has produced the reference book of the field, Information Sources
for the History of Advertisin¢ (Greenwood Pres's) and many
scholarly articles in the journals and conferences for Marketing
and Advertising . This work has led to consulting with the
American Advertising Museum, the Smithsonian Institution, the
Library of Congress and the National Endowment for the Humanities .

He has also served as an expert witness in court, most recently
testifying on the role and regulation of cigarette advertising in
the cases of Cipollone v Liggett et al (NJ, 1988) and Attorney
General of Canada v Imperial Tobacco and R .J .Reynolds-Macdonald
(Montreal 1989) .

The international interest in his research and findings is
reflected in recent invitations to speak, publish and do research
in Australia, China, Denmark, England, France, Hungary, India, New
Zealand and Singapore .
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December 15, 1953

BACKGROU:ID MATERIAL ON THE CIGARETTE INDDSTRY CLIIIJT

NK 60

The following information was given us by the presidents of the
leading tobacco companies at the Hotel Plaza this morning,

I, Participants

There is no trade association in the cigarette industry . This is
because the tobacco companies are prevented by the dissolution decree of
1911 and the criminal convictions under the Anti-Trust Act in 1939 from
carrying on many group activities .

As a matter of fact, before the current health crisis arose,
cigarette manufacturers never met together at any time except at dinners
honoring some industry leader .

The group was called together by Mr, Paul Hahan, President of the
American Tobacco Company, The chief executive officers of all the leading
companies -&, J, Reynolds, Philip Morris, Benson & Hedges, U . S. Tobacco
Company, Brown & Williamson - have agreed to go along with a public rela-
tions program on the health issue,

Liggett & Myers is not participating in the organization because
that company feels that the proper procedure is to ignore the whole contro-
versy .

In addition to the cigarette companies, the two important groups
of tobacco growers involved are enthusiastically supporting the new program .
Together these tobacco growers represent some 600,000 farms and 2,?00,000
farmers . Obviously, the tobacco growers are the political strength along
with the 1,300,000 retail tobacco outlets . The tobacco growers will be
represented by officials of the grower organizations .

II, Organization

Because of the anti-trust background, the companies do not favor
the incorporation of a formal association. Instead, they prefer strongly
the organization of an informal committee which will be specifically
charged with the public relations functaon and readily identified as such .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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For example, Mr. Hahn reported that one name they had considered
was the flTobacco Industry Coimnittee for Public Information," John Hill
suggested that he felt the word "research" should appear along with
Winformation0' in the title of the committee,

III. The Industry's Position

The industry is strongly convinced that there is no sound
scientific basis for the charges that have been made . They believe that
the more aensational accusations in the recent papers were premature and
in some cases represent publicity issued in the hopes of attracting funds
and support for further research .

They point out that the National Cancer Institute of the U . S.
Public Health Administration, which is a government agency and supported
by Congressional appropriations, has officially refuted the tie-up between
cigarette smoking and cancer .

Nevertheless, they realize that the industry should not engage
merely in a defensive campaign, replying to and answering individual
research papers or magazine articles .

They feel that they should sponsor a public relations campaign
which is positive in nature and is entirely "pro-cigarettes,0 They are
confident they can supply us with comprehensive and authoritative
scientific material which ccmpletely refutes the health charges .

They are also emphatic in saying that the entire activity is a
long-term, continuing program, since they feel that the problem is one
of promoting cigarettes and protecting them from these and other attacks
that may be expected in the future . Each of the company presidents
attending emphasized the fact that they consider the program to be a
long-term one.

IV. Responses to Questions

The campaniest answers to questions put them by John Hill and
11~ the undersigned provide valuable background. They are as follows ;
~

Will the cigarette companies organize themselves∎
a whichinto an association publically announced~ ,

xill openly sponsor their public relations
activities? N

f 0
~ The companies replied that they had no desire to set up a smoke 4

N
screen or "front4' type of organization . They are perfectly willing to A

~ sponsor any statements that may be issued or any institutional advertising N
O

that may be recommended and approved . V
MIR W

Q)

~

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Do they accept the principle that public health
is paramount to all else, and would they issue
a public statement spelling this out?

Everyone present wholeheartedly agreed to this principle and
readily consented to widespread dissemination of a sound statement of
principles .

Distribution of such a statement it was agreed would probably
be the first step in the public relations program that Hill and Knowlton
would recommend .

Do the companies consider that their own adver-
tising and ccmpetitive practices have been a
principal factor in creating a health problem?

The companies voluntarily admitted this to be the case even before
the question was asked . They have informally talked over the problem and
will try to do something about it . They do, however, point out that this
is the one important public relations activity that might very clearly
fall within the purview of the anti-trust act . Accordingly, it is doubt-
ful that we will be able to make any formal recommendation with regard to
advertising or selling practices and claims .

Will the companies agree to sponsor new research
which will provide definite answers to the charges?

A clear-cut answer to this question was deferred for the time
being. The companies all say that they are carrying on much more research
in their own laboratories and are sponsoring more research at hospitals and
universities than is generally recognized. They believe that when we are
acquainted with all of the scientific and factual material in the hands
of the companies, we will agree that the major problem is to disseminate
information on hand rather than to conduct new research.

However, John Hill did not agree to this and emphatically warned
the companies that they should probably expect to sponsor additional re-
search .

Do the companies view this problem as being
extremely serious and worthy of drastic action?

The answer is obvious since the companies have met together for
the first time since 1939, since they have promptly proceeded to retain
Hill and Knowlton, and are already considering such expensive techniques
as the use of institutional advertising . They recognize the possibility
that it might be desirable to use institutional advertising to promote
the basic statement .

®

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



As another indication of how serious the problem is, the officials
stated that salesmen in the industry are frantically alarmed and that the
decline in tobacco stocks on the stock exchange market has caused grave
concern, especially since tobacco earnings will be much higher next year
because of the termination of excess profits taxes .

Are we primarily concerned with cigarettes
rather than all tobacco?

I

I

There can be no doubt but that the problem is cigarettes and the
task is to get out information concerning cigarettes . The attacks have
all been against cigarettes . Of course, it is true that the attacks now
made on cigarettes wi11 eventually be made against all tobacco if not
stopped, and it is also true that anything done in favor of cigarettes
will be favorable to all tobacco.

Another reason why the emphasis should be on cigarettes is that
there are existing trade associations in the cigar and tobacco field .
They are all jealous of their prerogatives and if we stick to cigarettes
we will avoid all such complications .

IP. Other Information

The current plans are for Hill and Knowlton to serve as the
operating agency of the companies, hiring all the staff and disbursing
all funds . The chairman will probably be Mr. Hahn or the head of one
of the other companies resident in New York, There will be a strong
subcommittee of chief executives, all resident in New York .

Tamny Ross, counsel for American Tobacco Company, has a]most
completed a "white papez+' on the scientific facts involved in the health
issue which he wi]]l make available to us for use or inclusion in something
we will want to distribute to all the press, magazines, etc .

It was arranged for Hill and Knowlton to interview the scientific
directors of all the leading companies . Three interviews are being held
today, December 15, at 12 :30, 2;30 and 4 p,m. respectively. Another will
be held on Wednesday.

Following completion of the scientific interviews we will inter-
view Tommy Fosst Ben Sonenberg (counsel for Philip Morris), and Sidney
J. Wayne Associates (counsel for Lorillard) .

It was also suggested that we might want to interview the adver-
tising people, although the company presidents indicated that the adver-
tising agencies did not have a great deal of material bearing upon the
controversy. They thought it most important for us to see the scientific
directors and the public relations people mentioned .

-4-
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The Question of Po11st

The presidents indicated that they had thought about the possi-
bility of a public opinion poll, We agreed that such a poll might prove
to be necessary, and also indicated that a poll of certain important
groups such as the doctors themselves and teachers might be desirable,
Clearly, it is necessary to Imox: (a) the awareness of the problem, and
(b) the extent to which the charges are believed , before extensive
action is recommended .

Present at the Meeting :

Paul 14, Hahn President , American Tobacco Company
Joseph F. Cullman,Jr, Chairman and President, Benson & Hedges
0, Parker McCanas President , Philip Morris & Co, O Ltd, q Inc .
J, Whitney Peterson President , U. S . Tobacco Company
- - - - P, Lorillard Company

BCG:AO Bert C,'Goss

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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December 24, 1953

PRELIMINARY &ECOMIIJDATI0N5 FO&
CIGARETTE NANIIFACTU8EE5

Because of the grave nature of a number of recently highly

publicized research reports on the effects of cigarette ssoking, wide-

spread public interest has developed, causing great concern within and

without the industry.

These developments have confronted the industry with a serious

problem of public relations . Obviously, that problem would be quickly

solved if the adverse publicity would cease and people would stop talking

about the whole matter.

But there is no evidence that the publicity has abated, or is

about to abate, or that the research workers who are critical of cigarettes

are going to cease these criticisms . A check among national magazines

indicates that other periodicals are considering articles on the subject .

Among them are Woman's Home Companion, Look and Cosmopolitan, The February

issue of Pageant has an article publicizing the Wynder researches,

There is nothing the manufacturers can say or refrain from

saying that can stop people from being interested in their health, nor

a11ay their fear of caneer. So long as the causes and cure of this dread

disease remain unknown people will be subject to waves of fear regarding it .

It is important that the industry do nothing to appear in the light

of being cal o' to considerations of health or of belittling medical re-

search which goes against cigarettes .

The industry should lose no time in making it completely clear to

the American people that it is not unmindful of the public health,
s

There is an evident urgency about the matter which makes it

advisable to suggest certain immediate steps . A fully rounded-out program

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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will be developed when there has been enough time to make a more compre-

hensive study of additional aspects of the problem and to think through

various courses of action and projects .

The situation is one of extreme delicacy. There is much at

stake and the industry group, in moving into the field of public rela-

tions, needs to exercise great care not to add fuel to the flames .

The recommended approach is conservative and long-range . We.~
do not believe the industry should indulge in any flashy or spectacular

Jballyhoo . There is no public relations nostrum, known to us at least,

which will cure the ills of the industry with one swallow . The need is

for a soundl d and effectivel~executed program based upon

con nQ research and factual information .

It would be a mistake for the industry group to inaugurate the

contemplated program unless it is prepared to maintain it for a minimum

of three years. The results of some of the medical research suggested

could hardly be in hand short of that period of time .

The underlying purpose of any activity at this stage should be

~ reassurance ce of the public through wider communication of facts to the

public. It is important that the public recognize the existence of

weighty scientific views which hold there is no proof that cigarette

smoking is a cause of lung cancer .

In connection with the proposed activity, it is impossible to

overlook the fact that some of the industry's advertising has come in for

serious public criticism because of emphasis on health aspects of sihoking .

This, of course, is a problem for the individual companies and

will not be included in this program . But it must be recognized that some

of the advertising may have created a degree of skepticism in the public

mind which at the start at least'could affect the believability of any public

relations effort .
Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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The decision of a group of companies in the industry to take

joint action needs to be implemented by the selection of a Chairman and

Treasurer and the adoption of procedures for the collection and disburse-

ment of funds, In addition, it is important that the group pstablish

procedures for expeditious clearance of any policy statements it may

decide to issue.

The following recommendations are submitted for consideration

by the manufacturers :

1. Headquarters of the Committee. Headquarters should be

established in New York City,

2. Name of Committee . The following name is submitted :

Tobacco Research Committee,

3, Set-up and function of Committee . The word "research"

should be included in the name of the Committee to establish the fact

that the group will carry on or sponsor fundamental scientific research

and will not be solely an information agency, The Committee's research

should be of two kinds :

A (a) scientific, medical research

(b) editorial and statistical research into pertinent
phases of the current controversy .

The Committee should be prepared on competent scientific

advice from outside the industry to give substantial support to objective

non-duplicating medical research that is most likely to be productive

promptly of convincing results .

The Committee should have a Director of Research, a medical

research authority of unquestioned national repute . The Director would

have such research assistants as may be required. The Research Director

would serve as spokesman for the Committee on medical and scientific

matters .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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The Committee should also form an Advisory Board composed of a

group of distinguished men from the fields of medicine, research and

education. These should be men whose integrity is beyond question,

The Director of Research and the Advisory Board should be con-

sulted by the Cammittee on these points :

a. What areas of objective medical research should be under-
taken? Should it be confined to the problem of lung cancer
or extend to other aspects of cigarette smoking and health?

b . How and where and under what auspices should the industry
carry out its joint research effort? Should a Research
Foundation be established which would finance research pro-
jects by existing laboratories and institutions, and if so,
which ones? Or should the industry establish a new jointly
financed research laboratory to carry on the work?

c. How much money, in the opinion of the Committee's Director
of Research and its Advisory Board, should the member
companies appropriate for medical research undertaking?

4. Public Statement by cigarette makers . The first public

statement of the Committee should be designed to clarify the problem and

to reassure the public thatt (a) the industry's first and foremost

interest is the public health ; (b) there is no proof of the claims which
er

link smoking and lung cancer ; and (c) the industry is inaugurating a joint

plan to deal with the situation.

This statement should bes

(a) d ibuted widel as n s, and to employees, stockholders,
str utors, •o acco growers, dealers, suppliers, public

officials, national and community leaders and other groups ;

(b) placed as a. e v r i4em nt in leading newspapers and in
ea ing news magazines .

(Draft of suggested copy of statement is attached .)

5. Research Sub-committee . A scientific research sub-cc®mittee

should be set up by the top committee to be composed of Research Directors

~

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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of member companies for the purpose oft

a, working with the Cosmcittee's Director of Eesearch ;

b. reviewing scientific materials assembled for public information ;

c, initiating scientific material for educational use by the
Committee .

6. Continuing Public Relations Research. There should be set up

at the headquarters of the Committee, under the direction of the Research

Director, a continuing research project to collect, coordinate and disseminate

(where practical) available information on various medical research activities

bearing on pertinent phases of cigarettes and health, As time permits, this

project would explore such questions ase

a, Why do mice show no tendency to develop lung cancer in ex-
periments where they live half their lives in smoke-filled
chamberaj ^

b. Why, in some experiments, do mice show a tendency to develop
skin cancer, when painted over a period with tobacco tars -
whereas efforts to produce lung cancer in mice, by keeping
them immersed in tobacco smoke, have failed?

c, lfby has the rise in lung cancer been most marked among men,
although the greatest rise in the use of cigarettes in the
last 25 years seems to have been among women?

M

y
ME

~
~
~

~~

d. Why does the rate of lung cancer vary so greatly between
certain cities, although the per capita rate of cigarette
consumption in these cities seems approximately the same?

a, What is the correlation, if any, between lung cancer and
certain changes in American life - such as steadily increased
industrialization, increased urbanization, aad the rising
problem of atmospheric pollution in many of our urban centers2

f. Why is cancer of the lung on the increase, whereas no such
rise appears in similar illness of the tongue, lip or throat?

g. Is the incidence of lung cancer less in rural areas than it
is in urban areas, and if so what is the per capita con-
sumption of cigarettes in these respective areas?

h. Is the incidence of lung cancer greater in cold climates than
in mild climates and in the south, and if so what is the per
capita consumption of cigarettes in the respective areas where
this differential seemingly occurs?

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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i, The figures of the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund estimate in 1952
twenty-two thousand deaths from lung cancer in the United
States in an estimated population of over one hundred fifty
million individuals . The report in the Ner York Herald
Tribune as of Sunday, December 13th, quoted the British
Medical Society as advising that there were thirteen thousand
cases of lung cancer in Great Britain last year, With
Britain approximately one-quarter the size of the United
States, their incidence of lung cancer would be approximately
four times as great as the United States, What are the facts
about this and what is the incidence of climate, etc, in the
development of lung cancer?

I

i

j, Is it possible that England, with a larger percentage of lung
cancer incidence$ may possible have obtained this result due
to the fact that the tobacco for their cigarettes is not treated
in any way with casing? Should the efficacy of casing used in
the manufacture of American cigarettes be studied as possibly
an antidote to the deleterious effects of tobacco, if any?

k, With the eatension of human life due to miracle drugsg etc .
what is the percentage of the increase of lung cancer, if anyq
comparabls to other diseases during the past ten years?

1. What may be the effect on the significance of etatistical
comparisons of more accurate diagnosis during the past few
years into specific causes of death?

y m, What are the benefits and enjoyment derived from smoking,
both by scientific tests and by measurement of smoker re-
actions and attitudes?

What are the smoking habits of long-lived distinguished public
leaders?

~ o, What are the human ills erroneously attributed to tobacco
over the centuries?

,..
! There are many similar lines of inquiry which have so far been N

Q
Vpursued without definitive answers . They should be explored still more
Aa

M N~ vigorously , and with still greater resources; and the results studied for O
V
A

their usefulness as a matter of public information, ~
~

7. Public Opinion Poll . A national survey of public opinion is

needed to determine atti des toward cigarettes and tobacco held by (a)

the medioal profession ; and (b) the public at large, The results of such

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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a poll should be helpful in developing more effectively the continuing pro-

gram of public information that may be required to offset anti-cigarette

propaganda and to give justified reassurance to the public .

8, Ahite Paper. The Committee should distribute as soon as

~ possible a scientific White Paper digesting current available opinion of

authorities on cigarette smoking and lung cancer,

9, Relations with the Press . An important function of the Cammittee

will be to see that the pertinent facts are made available to the press .

In addition to any current statements or releases that may be

issued, background memoranda of facts may be circulated to the press when

occasion requires . The Committee, of course, will be alert to what is

being published or said on the subject of concern to the industry and if

any misstatements appear, the facts vill be offered to proper sources .

In the case of magazines, the facts will be placed in the hands

of editors for such use as may suit their purposes, Available for this

work will be the publicity staff of public relations counsel, Any publi-

city activities, of course, will be adapted to current needs and opportuni-

ties as indicated by trends in public and professional opinion and discussions .

10. Radio and Television. Millions of people are informed and

their attitudes influenced by radio and television . It will be important

to keep commentators and other key people in broadcasting aware of the

Cammittee ts existence and of any facts it may assemble . N
O

Moreover, the Committee should be on the alert for public dis- N

cussion programs where spokesmen for the facts as the Caomittee sees them p
Amight be welcome . Public relations counsel has a radio and television o>

specialist who can function in this area .

~
~

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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plans should be explored for giving attention to the positive

aspects of smoking through motion pictures suitable for television use

as vell as group showings .

11. Committee as a source of facts . The work of the Ccermittee

in the field of public information should be such as to establish the

Cce®ittee as a reliable soTarce of industry facts on this subject, and a

flow of enquiry by mail, telephone and personal visitation most likely

can be expected gradually to develop . The Cammittee should develop as

rapidly as possible materials, data and statistics bearing on various

aspects of the cigarette industry, and have adequate staff to insure

meticulous attention to all enquiries froa the press or public .

12. Information for apecial o a, Attention should be given

to material on cigarettes going to special groups such as romen's clubs,

garden clubs and other organizations that have discussion and study pro-

grams, and corrections offered in the case of any misinformation noted.

13. Washington Activities . The Washington office and staff of

public relations counsel rill be available to place accurats'and up-to-

date information into the hands of appropriate Committaes of Congress,

Congressmen and Senators frou tobacco states, and interested government

officials .

14. Materials for company distribution . It is extremely

important that the facts and views as developed by the Corittee be

cc®municated promptly to various elements within the industry itself .

./ Employees, stockholders, distributors, growers and others should Imow the

Y facts in order that they can speak intelligently when the subject is dis-

cussed in their own groups .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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15. Medical Groups, The Committee will need to keep abreast .of

programs of various medical associations and groups .

16. Cooperation of other groups, The Ccmmittee should explore

~ and develop to the greatest extent that it can, the possibility of

I

I

cooperation from ailied groups such as growers, retailers and distributors .

CCKCLUSrON
I

I

I

I
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As already noted, it has not been practical to develop a full

program in the brief space of time available . The effort has been to

outline a basic policy approach to the problem and to indicate the

direction which the activity should take in implementing policy .

We believe that the correct path to follow is one of patient,

continuing, sure-footed presentation of the facts to the public --

facts supported and documented by careful research .

0
~

I
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Date: January 11, 1954

Copies :
Mr . Jo W. ill

The following is an outline of the material we will need for the progress
report to be submitted to the meeting of the Tobacco Industry Research
Committee on January 18 . Under each sub-head. I have indicated my idea
of the staff member who should prosptly compile material needed for the
report .

top Committee . Your comments and suggestions are invited .

The second secti n briefly outlines the new or continuing activities which
we w wi~ sh to propose to the Cosmlittee for approval. These activities
will be specific'-in eo Sar as possible and will advance the general pur-
poses outlined in our program of recommendations already approved by the

-- '- -~

I . _Report on Activit$ea Already Completed or Initiated

1. Advertisement

Darrow and Cooper should get together 5 or 6 sentences summarizing
the number of papers and cities, and the cost of the ad .

2. Reprints

We need the data on the number of reprints ordered, distribution

HILL AND KNOWLTON, INC .
EMPIIE STATE BUILDING

NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

~FILLC~~-T

Memoto: Messrs . Darrow, Hoyt and Littin

From: Bert C. Goss

Subject: Outline of Progress Report

and cost .

3. Press Release

Battersby should supply us with a summary of the distribution
of the press release and an up-to-date report on coverage obtained .
A separate statement of editorial reaction to the release and advertise-
ment would be desirable .

k . Information and Correspondence

Littin and Hoyt should compile an estimate of the number of
inquiries from the press, member companies and the public at large
received through Friday, January 15 . They should also compile an estimate
of the number of replies issued by mail and phone by that time .

n)

I
Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



Mr . Hill's memo of Taa ~ates the principal objectives
of such a po -and-surr .

In addition, we can point out that most of the major issues in
the lung cancer controversy involve smoking habits about which little
is known . The poll and depth survey are the only sources of such in-
formation. Also, the poll and survey will provide the information on
smoking habits with a breakdown as to economic classes, geographic
regions, ages and sex, a11 of which have a direct bearing on the princi-
pal issues .

b. Statistical Research

on page 5 of our original program dated December 24 a list
appears of various topics requiring further research . Several of these
are medical or scientific in nature and will have to be considered by
the new Research Director and the Research Advisory Board . On the
other hando the following are primarily statistical in nature and can
be researched by a statistical authority such as Dr . Louis Dublin :

c . Why has the rise in lung cancer been most marked among men,
although the greatest rise in the use of cigarettes in the
last 25 years seems to have been among women?

g.

d. Why does the rate of lung cancer vary so greatly between
certain cities, although the per capita rate of cigarette
consumption in these cities seems approximately the same7

Is the incidence of lung cancer less in rural areas than it
is in urban areas, and if so what is the per capita con-
sumption of cigarettes in these respective areasY

h . Is the incidence of lung cancer greater in cold climates than
in mild climates and in the south, and if so what is the per
capita consumption of cigarettes in the respective areas where
this differential seemingly occurs4

k. With the extension of human life due to miracle drugs, etc .
what is the percentage of the increase of lung cancer, if any,
comparable to other diseases during the past ten yearsR

n . What are the smoking habits of long-lived distinguished public
leadersY

o . What are the human ills erroneously attributed to tobacco
over the centuries?

5 . Foreign Survey

We will propose that our foreign associates be authorized to
compile a report covering such topics as :

(a) To what extent has the relationship between smoking and
lung cancer attracted public attention in the leading
countries abroad?

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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January 15, 1954

1ixss
PROGRESS REPORT

The Committee statement, entitled "A Frank Statement to
Cigarette Smokers," appeared in 448 newspapers, reaching a circu-
lation lation of 4_3,245,000 1 5iIT_'§"° This included, with very few ~,
exceptions, c es of 0, or more population, plus all plant',
or headquarters cities of -0 mit ee members . Total cost for news- ';
paper space will be approximately $244,304 . Cost of three press puti,-
lications (EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, PUBLISHERS' AUXILIARY AND AMERICAN '
PRFSS) will be approximately $2,113 . Production costs will add ~
$3,040 to this. ~

In addition to the above cost covered in the $250,000 ap-
propriation, a cost of $4,213 was incurred to transmit by telegram
the revised list of sponsors, and the prescribed change in headline .

On authorization by the Chairman, 11 tobacco industry
I publications were added to the list and received the same two-page

i

; version of the advertisement which appeared in the press publications . I
; Total cost of space and preparation for this will be approximately
{ $3, 606 .

_

This will/idke th_e `~otal advertising expenditure, not
including reprints

To date 200,000 reprints of the advertisement have been
ordered by the companies .

Additional Advertising Solicitation

The question of extending the advertising to appear in a
variety of additional publications was suggested, in some instances
by Committee members and, in others, by direct solicitation from the
publications . These included the food and drug trades ; the negro
and labor press as well as the foreign language press ; and the news
weeklies -- Time, Rewsweek, and U . S. News .

It is our recommendation that no further advertisement
be placed using the original statement, and that the above suggested
groups of publications be carefully considered in relation to any
subsequent plans for new advertisements . The circulation of all the
above groups, with the possible exception of the foreign language
press, can be considered to have been reached in large measure by
the original daily newspaper advertising .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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II . REQUEST FOR REPRINTS PRGM N .A.T.D .

Mr. Kolodny of the National Association of Tobacco
Distributors has indicated he is willing to distribute the state-
ment advertisement to 1,000,000 tobacco dealers throughout the
country.

In tabloid size, production of 1,000,000 reprints would
cost about $3,000.

III. PRESS RE[.EASE AND PRESS COVERAGE

The press release announcing formation of the Committee
was given national distribution and was widely covered by newspaper,
radio, TV and the magazines .

Typical clippings of this coverage have been sent to
Committee members .

Editorial comment was most favorable, with editorials
still being received from all over the country .

IV. IHFORMATICN AND CORRESPONDENCE

During the first week after appearance of the ad, we
handled many personal and telephone calls, including professional
men offering services, crackpots and others . These were in addi-
tion to the many inquiries from the networks and the press .

During the first two weeks after the appearance of the
ad, over 1,000 telegrams and letters were received at Hill and
Knowlton offices . A preliminary analysis indicates that objective
or pro-tobacco comments run better than two to one .

V. MEETING OF COMPANY RESEARCH DIRECTORS

Chairman Hahn called a meeting of Research Directors
of the tobacco companies on Thursday, January 7 . A report on
this meeting will be presented to the Tobacco Industry Research
Com¢dttee .

VI . "WHITE PAPER"

A draft of the "White Paper" was submitted to the
Research Directors Advisory Committee and suggestions from these
officials are being coordinated into a revised draft for final
clearance .

-2-

I

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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VII . CALLS ON ADVERTISING AGEICCIFS

Messrs . Hill, Goss and Littin have called on senior
executives of the principal advertising agencies to obtain their
suggestions and comments . In addition, a meeting of the Research
Directors of advertising agencies was called to discuss the matter
of a poll and depth survey .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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AGENDA

Tobacco Industry Research Committee

Meeting - January 18, 1954

I. Introduction of New Members of Committee by Chairman Hahn

Summary of Committee objectives for benefit
of new members .

II . Co®ittee Organization

Introduction of W. T. Hoyt; staff assignments
and procedures of interest to Committee members .

III . Treasurer's Report

IV. Progress Report

Summary of Activities to date (Attachment "A")

V. Report of Research Subcommittee (Attachment "B")

A. Selection of Research Director
B. Selection of Advisory Board

VI . Report on Selection of Law Committee

VII . Kolodny Reprint Request
Kolodny Request for Speaker at N .A .T.D.

VIII. Program Projects (Attachment "C")

Committee Information Service
Poll of Opinion and Smoking Habits
Research
Foreign Study
Speaker Scientists
Survey of Medical Meetings and Medical and Scientific
Literature

IX. New Business

Discussion of sgreement with Hill and Knowlton, Inc .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT ON MEETING JANUARY l8, 1954

TOBACCO INDUSTRY RESEARCH COMMITTEE (TIRC)
∎

'
Attendance

Paul M. Hahn, Chairman
J. Whitney Peterson, Vice Chairman

The American Tobacco Company, Inc .
U. S. Tobacco Co .

'

,

Joseph F. Cullman, Jr., Treasurer
F. S . Royster
Timothy V. Hartnett
John,M. Berry (for John W. Jones)
William T. Reed, Jr .

Benson & Hedges
Bright Belt Warehouse Association
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp .
Burley Tobacco Growers Coop . Assoc .
Larus & Brothers Company, Inc .

I
I
,

Herbert A. Kent
Samuel C. Linton
0. Parker McComas
Edward A. Darr
C. S. Stephano
George W. Whiteside
John Vance Hewitt
Leighton H. Coleman
Jo n W. Hill
Bert C. Goss

P . Lorillard Company
Maryland Tobacco Growers Association
Philip Morris & Co . Ltd ., Inc .
R . J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Stephano Brothers, Inc .
Chadbourne, Parke, Whiteside, Wolff 8 Brophy
Conboy, Hewitt, O'Brien & Boardman
Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl
Hill and Knowlton

Richard W. Darrow
Basil R . Littin

'
. T . Hoyt

Not Present

Executive Secretary

~ Albert Clay Burley Auction Warehouse Association

i~ 1. Mr . Hahn, Chairman, opened the meeting with a review of events to date

~

for the new members of the Committee and read pertinent excerpts from
the recommended program.

~ 2 . The formation of a Law Committee was announced, composed of the follow-
ing.

~
~ Messrs . Whiteside, Chairman Chadbourne, Parke, Ikhiteside, Wolff & Brophy

~

Hewitt
Coleman
Wadlinger

Conboy, Hewitt, O'Brien & Boardman
Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl
Foulkrod, Porter & Wadlinger

~ Daniels Perkins, Daniels & Perkins

~ Associate counsel who are to be kept informed of actions takeni
~

~
~

John M. Berry
William C. Clay, Jr .
W. T . Joyner

Burley Tobacco Growers Coop . Assoc .
Burley Auction Warehouse Association N
Joyner & Howison 0

~ VM. Wallace Moncure Moncure & Cabell N
A
N

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



RE40h1I tld IAEETING 1/18/54 -2-

It was explained that four of these men headquartered in New York
while the fifth, Mr . Wadlinger, was nearby in Philadelphia . Having the
members so close together permits easy consultation and prompt action
when needed .

3 . W. T . Hoyt was introduced. It was explained he would serve as Execu-
tive Secretary for the Tobacco Industry Research Committee .

4. Mr . Cullman, Treasurer, reported on finances of the Tobacco Industry
Research Committee and explained that signatures of the Chairman,

Vice Chairman and Treasurer are required on all expenditures . Statements
submitted are on file with the Treasurer .

A subcommittee composed of Messrs. Cullman, Darr and Hutson was ap-
pointed to seek contributions and work out a basis for financial partici-
pation from non-manufacturing members of the Committee .

Messrs . Darr, Kent and Hartnett were appointed to invite the paper
manufacturing companies to participate in the TIRC .

5. Mr. Goss summarized Public Relations activities to date . He des-
cribed the distribution of the statement advertisement, and its cost,

as well as coverage of the announcement by newspapers, radio, TV and mag-
azines . It was resolved to refrain from any further use of the original
statement in paid advertising .

6 . Mr . Hahn read a report of the meeting held by the Company Research
Directors, hereafter to be known as the Industry Technical Committee .

Mr. Hahn outlined efforts thus far to retain a Scientific Research Direc-
tor and appointed a subcommittee composed of Messrs . Hahn, Kent, McComas
and Peterson to negotiate a contract with a scientist of the qualifications
described in the statement, with the aid and assistance of the Chairman and
Vice Chairman of the Industry Technical Committee .

Candidates for a Scientific Research Director will be screened by the
Industry Technical Conmittee . The importance of speed in this matter was
emphasized .

Mr. Goss covered the subject of a "White Paper" containing statements
by medical authorities which is being put in final form for clearance by
the Industry Technical Committee . This document will be made available,
as soon as possible, to all people seeking information on the subject .

7. Mr . Kolodny, President of the National Association of Tobacco Dis-
tributors, had made known to some members of the Committee his in-

tention to have some speaker at the coming convention of his organization
to discuss the widely circularized claims concerning cigarette smoking and
health, which occasioned the recent publication by this Committee . It was
the sense of the meeting that the Committee could have no connection with
the proceedings of Mr . Kolodny's convention, but that the members of the

1
I

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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REPURI ON MEEIING 1/18/54 -3-

Industry Technical Committee would be free on their own responsibility to
make any suggestion of names that they might desire to Mr . Kolodny, as a
matter of courtesy to him and in reply to his request.

Mr . Kolodny had made the suggestion to effectuate the distribution of
a million reprints of the Committee's advertisement through the agency of
his organization . It was considered that this was not an appropriate ac-
tivity for the Committee and that the instrumentalities that were sugges-
ted to be employed were not appropriate .

8. The following program

a.

cts were scussed and treated as follows .

ommixtee Information Service
. ~ available to the Co
hey ma tsa s pertiy

objectives.
t

-- Hill and Knowlton will
ee such information as
nent to the Committee's

Hill and Knowlton is also to handle correspondence and
inquiries from the press, public educators, etc ., con-
cerning the present status of the activities of the
Committee and to release only such matters in response
to such inquiries as shall be determined and formulated
by the Committee from time to time .

b. A survey o smoking habits to be conducted by a stand-
ard rec esearch organization specializing in
this f eld was iscussed and approved at a cost not to
excee 550,0 , and subject to clearance by the Law
Commit

c . Research of a medical nature -- both laboratory and
statistical . Was held in abeyance pending the ap-
pointment of a Scientific Research Director . All
present agreed this type of research should be con-
ducted by placing grants with organizations having
adequate facilities rather than undertake establish-
ing a new laboratory or equipment for that purpose .

e.

under study by the Committee .
countries in the world and its relation to(the pr_ob~em
ascertain the situation concerning smoking in variou

-- was approved and will be carried
owlton .

Hill and Knowlton will, through associates ir( Europe,

f . The Co ittee's attention was brought to the fact that
many eq sts have been made for the Committee to sup-

1 ply pea ers for numerous discussion programs of vari-
nV}U ous anizations and medical associations . It was
' deemed inappropriate for the Committee or any of its

I

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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REPORT ON MEETING 1/1B/54

members or research directors or staff members to
make any such appearances as suggested . If there be .
available any scientists of repute and responsibility,
qualified to present the present state of scientific
research on the subject of the Committee's interest,
it was suggested that their names and availability be
made a matter of record, with the understanding that
none of such persons shall be sponsored by the Com-
mittee as speakers on its behalf to represent its
views .

-4-

9. It was suggested that, in view of the fact that the Committee's activ-
ities were to be limited to those necessary to achieve its purposes as

set out in the advertisement of January 4, 1954, the Law Committee prepare
a statement clearly defining the origins, purposes and proposed functions
of the TIRC .

10. The proposed agreement between the Committee and Hill and Knowlton was
approved and Mr. Hahn was authorized to sign it, subject to legal ap-

proval .

The accounting firm of Lybrand, Ross Bros .& Montgomery has volunteered
to contribute its services as auditors on a public service basis, which was
accepted .

Mr . Hartnett felt that further arrangements should be made for funds
which the Scientific Research Director would have ava`lable for grants and
moved that all present be prepared to provide 50% of the amount currently
subscribed on call . This was approved with the result that the total
present budget figure is $1,200,000 .

I

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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May 3, 1954

TTO: TOBACCO INDUSTRY RESEARCH COMMITTEE

A

I

I

RE: Report on T1RC booklet, "A Scientific Perspective on the
Cigarette Controversy"

The booklet, "A Scientific Perspective on the Cigarette Controversy," was
released April 14, 205,000 copies being printed . It was sent to 11L800
doctors, general practitioners and specialists . It also was sent to the
deans of medical and dental colleges . The booklet and the covering press
release went to a press distribution of 15,000 . Included were editors of
daily and weekly newspapers, consumer magazines, veterans magazines and
medical and dental journals, news syndicate managers, business editors,
editorial writers, science writers, radio and TV commentatora, news col-
umnists and members of Congress .

Several days in advance of the release date every doctor and publiaher,who
had given permission for quotes in the booklet received copies with a letter
thanking them for their courtesy. One of these doctors, Edouard D . Gagnon,
M .D., M.S,, F .R .C .S ., replied as follows : " . . . A perusal of this report
and especially of the paragraph that concerns me has impressed me as being
a non-biased statement of facts.

J One week after the press mailing a letter, over the signature of the
Chairman, 0 . Parker McComas, vent to 114 key publishers and medie heads
calling their attention to the bookle . F~ are several typical
eplies to the Chairman's letter: . . . _ . .

I have read it with interest and have had it read by the
heads of our Radio and Television News Departments as well as
the head of the ABC Continuity Acceptance Department ." - Robert
E . Kintner, President, American Broadcasting Cc®pany

" . . . I have been a cigarette smoker for some forty-five years
d I am still a pretty healthy specimen - despite the fact that
have had to lieten to a lot of scare talk about cigarette

smoking . What I believe the general public needs and wants is
more light and not so much heat :" - Roger H . Ferger, President

Pu~ blisher, The Cincinnati Enquirer

"Many thanks for sending me a copy of 'A Scientific Perspective
on the Cigarette Controversy .' I shall look forward to future
material as it is issued ." - Roger Dakin, Editor, Collier's

"Thank you on behalf of Mr . Robert H. Reed, our editor, for
your letter of April 14 and for the brochure titled 'A Scien-
tific Perspective on the Cigarette Controversy' which accom-
panied it. We know only too well of the many unproven charges
that have been made against the use of cigarettes . We shall,
therefore, read this brochure with a great deal of interest ." -
J . T . Bingham, Associate Editor, Country Gentleman

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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"This will acknowledge your letter of April 14 with its enclo-
sures, which I am sharing with my associates ." - Arthur Heys
Sulzberger, Publisher, The New York Times

PUBLICITY PIAC13ENT

The Publicity Department of Hill & Knowlton, Inc . sent the booklet and
release a week in advance of release to the news magazines . Several days
in advance, key press, network, wire services and columnist contacts were
alerted by phone and in person . The booklet was hand delivered to news-
paper desks and tobacco trade publications in the New York area . Hill &
Knowlton, Inc . field offices in Los Angeles, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh
and Washington, D .C . alerted local press, radio and TV to the story . Our
Los Angeles field office made apeciel Dlaceme~t to dailies, radio and TV
stations in West Coast states .

PUBLICITY RESULTS

Substantial stories of several hundred words each were used by Associated
Press, United Press, International News Service and Dow-Jones wires .

All New York dailies, Business Week, Newsweek, Printer's Ink, Advertising
Age, end Editor & Publisher carried stories . At this writing, Time is
planning a story in its next issue . The Sunday N.Y. Daily News (circu-
lation 3,800,000) gave feature treatment to the booklet on their editorial
page, devoting the major part of the page to ecmment and a cartoon .

AP radio news teletype sent the story to approximately 1,400 radio stations .
Henry Gladetone did a piece on it for his Mutual syndicated business news
program. Max Roby also used it on his KNX (Los Angeles) CBS Pacific Coast
news program .

The story was carried by hundreds of pa_ .pere @n_ rsdio .atet~ Qns throughout
the country. The Washington, D.C . Evening Star, the Cleveland News and
the Chicago American carried special staff-written stories developed with
the help of Hill & Knowlton, Inc . field offices .

Because clipping services are always several weeks behind, only a repre-
sentative sampling can be shown with this report . Photostats of some of
the news stories and editorials are attached .

IJ
O

Hill & Knowlton, Inc. N
cb .p
atts. a N

0
4
Q1
(,J
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HILL AND KNOWLTON . INC .
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING

NEWYOR&1,N.Y. NK442
Memo to : Mr, John WLu~l Date : June 18, 1954

From: Bud Littin Copies : Goes
Hoyt

Subject : PRELTMINAR}[ REPCIiT on T1RC PR$SS COI0'ERENCE Darrow
Batteraby
Haller-White

I
I

PIACEMEIVT

Roy Batteraby's shop gave the release, statement and photos full distribution to
New York papers, the wire services, radio and TV desks and magazines . TIRC staff
serviced all tobacco trade publications, the various TIRC committees, principal
medical journals, veterans publications, National Association of Science Writers,
medical colleges, dental journals and colleges, B&K overseas associates and cancer
organizations. To keep them informed, lest the DIGEST or some other publication hit
them again, the doctors quoted in our compendium pere also sent copies of the re-
lease and statement .

Special arrangements were made for rush transcripts of the question and answer
session. These were processed and available for distribution to key press, radio
and TV people within three hours of the end of the conference,

Special film, contracted for and edited through the Publicity Department, was
serviced to those TV networks unable to send crews to cover . We own this film
and can expect to find other uees for it in the future .

ATTEh'II0.NCE

Following is a list of those who attended the conference : Francis Stilley, Asso-
ciated Press ; Gilmore Iden, U .S . News; Bernard Nossitd, N .Y. World-Telegram & 5un ;
Art Schendorf, Associated Press Radio ; Earl Ubell, N.Y . Herald Tribune ; Henry
Beckett, N.Y. Post; Elaine Day, Fortune ; Tom Wise, Wall Street Journal; Samuel
Witchell, Tide Magazine; Delos Smith, United Press; Lon Cioffi, CBS Radio; En-
gineer from office of Merrill Mu11er, NBC Radio; A . A . Brown, United Press
Movietone News ; Art Lodge Productions, NBC ; Art Lodge Productions, CBS ; Art
Lode Productions, Dumont ; Art Lodge Productions, Mi,M Telenews ; and Ruth Abramson,
Director of Information, Sloan-Kettering Institute .

RESULTS

Preliminary reports show that stories were carried in all New York dailies except
the Journal-American . A 3-column story, with photo, ran on page 1 of all editions
of the June 16, Herald-Tribune . The Wall Street Journal and the Journal of Commerce
gave it good coverage. Delos Smith, UP Science Editor, filed a very complete story
of 600 words . AP filed two stories, one 80 words and the other 120 words . INS
filed a story of 180 words .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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The release was not cleared early enough to meet the news magazines deadlines
but the eseential facts were given to them several days in advance . Newsweek
for June 21, carried a small announcement, e.c." ~.o ru~ 4ec1: •(.tLk~L :y,

Field offices report the story was carried by the Sun-Times, Tribune, Dai7y News
and Wall Street Journal in Chicago ; by the Daily Fews,•6tar and WTPG in Washington ;
by the Post-Gaiette in Pittsburgh; and by the E)amtner in Los Angeles .

Radio-TV coverage included: AP radio to 1400 stations ; Dave Garroway's 19BC-Tn
program "Today" ; UP-Movietonevs to 80 some TV stations ; Id;M-Telenews to 8.0 some
TV statipns; Lyle,Van, WOR radio newscast; Frank Edwards, MBS radio newscast .
In addition, the NBC radio network show "Weekend" will carry a feature on it
next Sunday.

There is no telling now how many additional TV and radio stations picked up the
ptory from the above sources or wire service .dispatches.

CRITIQUE

There waa some confusion, which closer coordination would prevent, Dr, Little
was akit more candid than anticipated . There were perhaps too mary people
there in proportion to press_attendance. .

~

It might be well in the future to have any film or TV scheduled a half hour in
advance of the press phase of the conferenc , ere is always the makings of
a scrap when reporters have to compete with TV and newareel boys, who always,
more or less, ta e over any pres`e conference wi'~tieir ca ea, lights, etc .
If you remember, our original thought had been to have the film work done a
day before the newspaper and magazine work,

On the whole though, the conference went off well and results were very good .
The Publicity Department gets our vote of thanks . Good AP and IHS coverage
despite the fact that both those services' science writers were .unavailable
because of the AMA convention .

B.R.L.
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Memo to; Mr~ John M. Hill

F~~ \~io/y J. Battersby

Subject :

Date : June 14, 1954

Copies : B. Goss
R. Darrow
T. Hoyt
B. Littin
J. White
H. Haller

This is a run down of who will attend the press conference
taaorrow for Dr. Littlet • '

WIRE SERVICES

Associated Press - Aiton Blakeslee is on route to San Francisco
and the desk will assign scmeone to take his place .

lklited Press - Delos Smith, science editor, will cover .

International News Service - If possible, Jack Geiger, science
editor, will cover himself or assign a replacement :

NEWSPAPERS

New York Times - At this writing, it will be one of the followings
Waldemar Kaempffert, William Laurence or Robert Plumb, all science
writers .

New York Herald Tribune - Earl Lbell, science editor, will cover
and wants to talk to Dr. Little afterward concerning the Sunday
section story we originated .

World-Telegram & Sun - Will assign a reporter .

New York Post - Will assign a reporter, if available .

New York Journal American - Will assign a reporter, if available .

Daily News - Will assign a reporter, if available .

Daily Mirror - Will assign a reporter, if available .

HILL AND KNOWLTON, INC .
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING

NEW YORH I, N. Y.

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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MAGAZINES

Time Magazine - Gilbert Cant, science editor, is out-of-town and
Peter Braestrup said he will try to make it but is doubtful since
Tuesday and Wednesday is their day off and they have no editorial
staff. He said he will pick up from the wires and what the daily
press reports and asked that we send him a press release . He said
he received our Friday release but said since mention was made of
the temporary appointment, it was spiked .

Newsweek - They are very busy tearing out seven pages to make room
for the story on Winston Churhill's visit to America . They will
assign'someone if they can, but will pick up from wire services,
newspaper and our release .

~
Business Week - They close on Monday and we gave the same advance
story we gave Time and Newsweek.

ll. S. News & World Report =,Gilinore Iden will cover . •

Fortune - Mary Johnson will 4ither cover or get in touch with us
afterward 1. i

1
Life Magazine - Warren Young, science editor, will cover or assign
someone but if he doesn't, he will take it from the wires and daily
press and asks that we send a press release .

Broadcasting-Telecasting - Will cover .

Sales Management - Mike Hughes will cover .

Tide - Will cover.

TELEVISICN

NBC-TV crew will cover for the program "Today" and their syndicated
newsreel.

lP Fox Movietone - Will cover.

WPIX-TV - Will use IIP Fox MoNBetone coverage

Our film will be used by MQ•1-Telenews who will syndicate its CBS-TV
will use our film that night as will ABC-TV, WCR-TV and Duf .iont .

RADIO

NBC radio network is sending a tape recording crew and will use on
their news programs and on their radio network program "Keekend" ;
CBS is sending a tape recording crew; WCR is sending Jerry Conway to
handle for the Henry Gladstone news show. AP radio is covering ; UP
radio will take their story from their science editor .

ifd . . B.

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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HILL wxn KNOWLTON, uvc .

PUBLIC REIATIONS REPORT
AND RECOE4MMNIIATIONS FOR

TCBACCO INDUSTRY RESEARCH COtMffTTEE

l;dt
/ w ts:

(As discussed and approved on June 10 by a group of Public Relations
people representing a number of Company members of the Tobacco Industry
Research Cc®¢ittee . This group meets at intervals with Public Relations
Counsel, to discuss TIRC Public Relations problems .)

,

~

M

Early in the life of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee, it

was accepted as a basic principle that every effort should be made to

avoid stimulating more adverse publicity and controversy on the subject

of tobacco and health .

That principle has been and will continue to be carefully adhered

to in the work carried on for the Committee . Nevertheless attacks on the

industry recurrently stimulated by various individuals and groups antago-

nistic to tobacco, have been increasing, and some elements of the press

are continuing to feature unfavorable aspects of any medical report bear-

ing on tobacco .

On its part, the Committee properly has refrained from engaging in

any direct controversy with the industry's critics . It has stood upon

the basic statement of January 4 and upon the sympoeium of views of 36

scientists issued by the Committee in booklet form in April . Both of

these statements received wide and favorable comment in the prese .

N
O
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In public relations recommendations submitted to the Main Committee

in January, it was contemplated that a basis for an affirmative program of

public information would be provided when the Scientific Advisory Board and

Scientific Director had been selected and were at work, and when various

preliminary editorial research projects were well under way . These things

have been accomplished and the Committee now has the basis needed for car-

rying on a long-range plan'of public relations activities aimed at estab-

lishing the TIRC in the public mind as a constructive force in scientific

research . These activities will endeavor to keep the following facts

before the Public :

1. That there is no proof that smoking is a cause of lung cancer ;

2. That an Impartial and independent Board of scientists, doctors

and educators is advising the TIHC, as a public service, on all

aspects of tobacco use and health ;

3 . That the TIRC is determined, through a long-range program, to

make every possible effort to help get the facts through lab-

oratory and statistical research ;

4 . That initial funds for research have been appropriated and more

will be provided as warranted to help in getting the answers by

scientific means ;

5. That all the laboratory research recommended by the Advisory

Board and financed by the TIRC will be carried on by recognized

and independent laboratories, institutions and hospitals .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Report of Activities

As background for the recommendations which follow, certain active

I
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I
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and continuing projects are briefly summarized :

Press Conference - First formal announcement of the appointment of

Dr. Clarence Cook Little as Director of Research was made at a Press Con-

ference, June 15, in New York City . A transcript of the conference has

been sent to all TIRC members . Press, radio and television coverage was

extensive .

TIRC as a Source of Information - Committee headquarters is steadily

gaining recognition as a source of authoritative information on the subject

of tobacco and health . The result is that news and magazine writers, column-

ists and ec®nentators are turning to the Co®nittee and its public relations

counsel more and more for information . This will increase as the Advisory

Board gets into action and more material is released .

As part of this service, bibliographic files are being developed for

two purposes, (a) public relations reference; and (b) technical reference .
~ -

Clippings have been sifted for significant stories and ten publicity

~
reports have been made to the TIRC .

'
Misstatements Corrected - Reports and statements appearing in the

press, radio, television and newsreels are carefully monitored . Whenever

'
misstatements are made steps are taken to correct the record . This has been

i

I

I

done by personal contact and letters to the editor .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Coverage of Medical Meetings - With the cooperation of the AMA, the

American Cancer Society, the New York Medical Society and industry people,

close check is kept on medical meetings . A calendar of coming events having

to do with tobacco and health !s being maintained . The Important ones are

personally covered through New York staff or field offices and reports are

being sent to the TIRC, its Scientific Advisory Board and Industry Technical

C®mittee . Where possible, abstracts or texts of important papers are ob-

tained for TIRC distribution .

Foreign Surveys - As proposed in the January 15 program, and approved

by the Main Committee, surveys on the cigarette controversy have been con-

ducted in European countries . Reports have been made on Switzerland, Bel-

gium and the Netherlands, and detailed reports are in preparation on France

and England .

Hill and Knowlton, Inc . overseas aesociates will continue to watch /

developments in these countries, particularly in Great Britain, where th t1/e

government has taken an official position .

Correspondence and Callers - A large volume of public relations cor-

respondence, which at times has topped over 100 letters a week, continues

from lay press, trade press and the industry . Individual letters have been

sent to a large number of doctors who wrote detailed comments on the "Scien-

tific Perspective" booklet . Personal and phone calls of the same type are

increasing .
s

I
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In keeping with the objectives outlined on page one of this memo-

randum, the following recommendations are presented :

Reserve Fund - It is suggested that when the present fund of $500,000

for research is exhausted, or before, the Committee give consideration to

setting up a substantially larger reserve fund for research over a period

of two or three years . This will keep before the public a more accurate

view of the magnitude of the job the industry has undertaken, and the

sincerity of its purpose .

Releases - As developments warrant, and subject to approval of the

Scientific Advisory Board, information on the work of the Board should be

released to the public . Three such announcements have been made . As grants

are made the essential facts of each should be released to the press . It

seems probable that the Advisory Board will come forth with some new and

intriguing ideas for fields of research . Dr. Little would be the logical

spokesman for the Board in connection with such reports or any other state-

ments to be made to the press, on the air, or before groups . Various oppor-

tunities for television appearances for Dr . Little will be explored .

Results of medical statistical research to be authorized by the TIRC

should provide valuable information bearing upon tobacco use and health .

It should be in order, subject to clearance in each case with the TIRC, to

release scme of this information to the prass,

'

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Science Writers Tour - Ae soon as enough grants are operating, a

tour of some of the most significant research projects should be arranged

for science writers . This would be similar to the project conducted by

the American Cancer Society in April, when 30 some top science writers

were taken on a tour of the principal laboratories engaged in cancer re-

search. Much good publicity resulted for the Cancer Society and its

funds drive .

Background Memo and Booklet on TIRC and its Advisory Board - A brief

editorial memo giving the facts about TIRC and its medical board is proposed

as a follow-up to the press conference . This would be distributed to special

press such as science writers, medical press and organizations ; also to col-

umnists, editorial writers and Sunday editors .

The material in this editorial memo could be developed into a dignified

and effective booklet for wider public distribution to doctors, etc ., as a

follow-up to the "Scientific Perspective" booklet which was issued in April .

Editorial Contact Project - A program of informaZ contacts is being

developed to enable Dr . Little to better inform important elements of the

publishing field, and scientific and editorial writers, regarding the con-

structive aims and policies of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee and

its Scientific Advisory Board . This activity will be centered in the im-

portant publishing center of New York .

In addition, public relations staff members should visit publishers,

editorial writers and commentatore in other principal cities .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Editorial Research - Continued emphasis should be given to edi-

torial research . In the January 15 program, two lines of inquiry were

suggested : (a) smoking habits of long-lived distinguished public leaders ;

and (b) human ills erroneously attributed to tobacco over the centuries .

The second subject has been found more marketable and has received the

placement emphasis thus far .

In addition, research should be carried forth on (c) current scien-

tific opinion holding that no case has been proved against tobacco ; (d)

the many theories about cancer causes ; and (e) the psychology of hom the

public is carried away by over-simplified reading of scientific experiments .

All the material resulting frcm this research vould be made available

to interested writers for magazines, newspapers, columns, radio and tele-

vision. None of this would be for sponsorship or release by TIItC .

-0-

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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CONFIDENTIAL

TO: T. V. Hartnett, Chairman
Tobacco Industry Research Committee

FRdM : Hill and Knowlton, Inc .

SUBJECT: Report of Activities through July 31, 1954

SUA4dARY OF ACTIVITIES

The functions of public relations counsel have been threefold:

(1) Over-all policy guidance and programming ; (2) administration of Committee af-

fairs ; and (3) public and press relations and contacts . Since these functions

frequently overlap, there can be no clear-cut delineation of activities into these

three categories . In the first section of this report, "Summary and Hackground,"

the historical approach is taken. In the second section, "Other Public Relations

Activities," a topical presentation is used .

SUMMARY AND BACKGROUR'D

In mid-December, 1953, executives of leading tobacco companies decided

acme kind of joint action was imperative in the face of widely publicized attacks

alleging a link between cigarette smoking and lung cancer . Representatives of Hill

and Knowlton, Inc ., were invited to meet with these executives for consultation on

ways and means of dealing with the problem .

At this first meeting, it was agreed that the wisest course of action

would be for the industry to find out, through objective research, what truth there

was, if any, in the charges being made against it . Mr . Hill stated it would be a

serious public relations mistake for the industry to make any move that could cause

it to be accused of disregard of people's health and under no circumstances could

the industry afford to engage in direct controversy with its detractors . With the

acceptance of these principles, Hill and Knowlton, Inc . was asked to recommend a

program to lmplement them .

N0
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After two weeks of intensive study of the problem, public relations

counsel developed a step-by-step program which was discussed at a meeting with a

small group of public relations representatives of a number of tobacco companies .

Valuable suggestions were made at this meeting, and the program was put into final

shape and submitted to the principals at another meeting the last week of December .

Taking into consideration court ruling inhibiting the industry from or-

dinary trade association activities, the program recommended :

1. Formation of an industry group to be known as the Tobacco Industry

Research Committee, dedicated to sponsoring and financing research

into all phases of tobacco use and health .

2 . Establishment of a Scientific Advisory Board, to be composed of

distinguished research scientists and educators, and a Scientific

Director, to guide the research objectives .

3 . Undertaking of continuous editorial research into relevant scientif-

ic, statistical and medical material, past and current, for an effec-

tive information program .

4 . Keeping the public informed regarding the Committee's activities .

As a first step, a newspaper advertisement outlining the industry's

plans was proposed, copy for which was submitted .

The program and the public statement advertisement were approved . The N
0
4

agreed-upon approach was to sponsor genuinely objective research and to bring to
~

public attention the fact that there is now no conclusive proof that cigarette
N0
4

-4
smoking is a cause of lung cancer or other serious problems of human health . c0

On January 4, the advertisement and news announcement appeared and the

Tobacco Industry Research Committee was in being, with Paul M . Hahn as Chairman for

the first three months .
J
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Since the Committee had no headquarters and no staff, Hill and Knowlton,

Inc. was asked to provide a working staff and temporary office space . As a first

organizational step, public relations counsel assigned one of its experienced exec-

utives, W, T . Hoyt, to serve as account executive and handle as one of his functions

the duties of executive secretary for the Tobacco Industry Research Committee .

Selection of Scientific Advisors

The task of selecting a Scientific Director prior to getting a Scientific

Advisory Board proved difficult, and Chairman Hahn decided to reverse the order and

select the Board .

Public relations counsel provided assistance in selecting and inviting a

group of seven scientists, all of vhom agreed to serve, and the first meeting of

the Board was held on April 26.

On a number of occasions, from the start of the Tobacco Industry Research

Cammittee early in the'year, when his name was put forward by Mr . Hill, Dr . Clarence

Cook Little was proposed to the Committee as excellent possibility for Scientific

Director . Wben Dr . Little accepted a place on the Advisory Board, these recommenda-

tions were renewed to 0. Parker McComas, who had become Chairman of the Tobacco In-

dustry Research Committee, and various members of the Board . He was unanimously

requested by the members to serve as Chairman and to consider becoming Scientific

Director, On June 15, Dr, Little's acceptance was formally announced .

Dr . Little as Scientific Director

With a highly-respected and qualified scientist now in a position to

speak for the Committee on its research problems, it became possible to meet more

of the public relations problems facing the Committee .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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For example, through Dr . Little's full cooperation in press conference

arrangements that included photographers, radio, television and scientific writers,

it was possible to achieve wide coverage of the purposes and philosophy behind the

industry's research efforts.

After the Harmnond-Horn report was delivered at San Francisco, Dr . Little

was asked to dictate a statement by telephone from Bar Harbor which was put into

shape for a press release . After clearance with the Scientific Advisory Board,

this was issued to the press and widely used, resulting in tempering some of the

hysteria caused by the Hammond-Horn report .

Dr. Little also approved an announcement of the outline of research

adopted by the Scientific Advisory Board. Dr. Little's skeleton outline was devel-

oped into a full statement for general release to press and radio, with resultant

wide and favorable attention . ,

Reaction of the press to such steps has been generally good, as exem-
W

plified in a column by Waldemar Kaempffert of The New York Times, dean of the

country's scientific writers :

"The case for and against tobacco consumption as a cause of
cancer may be settled by the Tobacco Industry's Research
Cc®ittee of which Dr . C . C . Little, former director of the
American Cancer Society, is head . Many will argue that an
impartial investigation can hardly be expected from a body of

C~

experts paid by the tobacco industry . Dr . Little is an eminent
geneticist, a type of scientist who has the courage to face
facts and to state them ."

ecause of his scientific approach, Dr . Little correctly feels that the

No
~
N
P.
N
O
4industry must make no controversial statement on scientific matters unless fully

supported by facts and approved by the Scientific Advisory Board .

Mr . Hartnett as Full-Time Chairman

00
s

Final step in the formal organization of the Tobacco Industry Research

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Committee was the selection of Timothy V . Hartnett, retiring president of Brown

and Williamson Tobacco Corporation, as full-time chairman) rather than to continue

rotating the chairmanship. He assumed his duties on July 1, with appropriate public

announcement .

Throughout the formative period, Chairmans Hahn and McComas provided

valuable leadership in developing both the organizational and public relations

aspects of the Committee's work . Mr. Hoyt, with staff assistance, handled liaison,

agendas, organizational plans, business affairs, reports, and materials for meetings

of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee, the Scientific Advisory Board, and the

Industry Technical Committee, in addition to developing operating procedures for

the research program and carrying on continuing contacts with the Committee and

Advisory Board members .

Periodic meetings are held with public relations representatives of the

various ecmpanies . Worthwhile suggestions have come from members of this group,

both at the meetings and in tbelb interim .

dPHER PUBLIC RAATIONS ACTIVITIES

The information work of public relations counsel was carried on and

developed throughout the formative period of the Camrnittee . It includes several

categories of activities which will be described in detail .

I. TIRC As An Information Source

A continuing important function is to build up the TIRC as a reliable

and authoritative source of facts relating to the tobacco and health

problem . That this is being done is indicated by the growing number of inquiries

from writers and editors of various publications, newspapers, press services and

broadcasting companies .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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I As a part of this work, the building and maintaining of a TIRC library

of basic informational material is in progress . Present materials include :

I 1 . A cross indexed card file on medical and scientific papers regarding

I
smoking and health that are noted by the H . Y . Academy of Medicine

in some 2,500 medical journals published throughout the world . Most

I
2 .

pertinent material is obtained in full .

Basic books dealing with tobacco, its history, and other relevant

I
3 .

technical or general volumes .

Special files of all pertinent press clippings .

4 . A cross indexed card file on medical opinions regarding the cigar -

~

ette controversy as noted in press, radio and other popular media i s

~
5 .

compiled from the clippings .

Full texts of speeches, announcements, panel discussions, and simila r

material which are germane and available .

' 6 . Data relating to other related phases of smoking and health, both

~

here and in foreign countries, obtained from established sources .

This includes published material from U. S . Department of Health ,

Education and Welfare, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Department o f

f~

Agriculture, Food and Agricultural Organization, the Tobacco Merchants

~ Association and the U. N.

7. Curriculum vitae of Scientific Advisory Board members is maintaine d

on file, as well as some information about their scientific work .

II. General News Releases

Eleven general news stories have been distributed since the formatio n
i

of the Committee. in each instance, direct Dersonal contact was mad e

with major news outlets in the press, radio and magazine fields, through staff

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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members in New York and field offices . An indication of the results has been in-

I

I

cluded in the photostatic news summaries that have been sent regularly to Committee

members .

The releases were :

I
1 . Announcement of the formation of the Committee, January 4, 1954 .

2 . Abstract of Dr . Rosenblatt's paper, March 17, 1954 .

I
3 . Announcement of publication of "Scientific Perspective " April 14 ,,

1954 .

I 4 . Selection of Scientific Advisory Board, April 27, 1954 .

5 . Research Projects invited for consideration by Scientific Advisory

I

I
6 .

Board, May 18, 1954 .

Appointment of Dr. Little as Scientific Director of the Tobacco In-

7.

dustry Research Committee and Chairman of the Scientific Advisory

Board, June 15, 1954 .

Dr . Little's statement regarding the Rammond-Horn Report, June 22,

1954 .

8 . Mr . Hartnett appointed Chairman of the Tobacco Industry Research

~

9 .

Ca®ittee, July 1, 1954 .

Dr . E . B . Wilson becomes a member of Scientific Advisory Board,

July 20, 3.954 .

10. Dr . Hueper's talk at Sao Paulo distributed with "Highlights," July N
O
-4

~ 26, 1954 . N
~

11 . Dr. Little announces scope of research program, July 28, 1954 .
N
O
-4

~ 00
~ Each press announcement is prepared and distributed individually, ac- A
~

~

cording to the type of story . A case history of some of the steps taken on one

Brazil:release is that of Dr Hueper's talk at Sao P@ulo~ , ,.

~

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Advance checking on the Sixth Internation/Cancer Congress revealed

that Dr. Hueper of the National Cancer Institute was scheduled to talk

on "Environmental Cancer of the Lung ." (Other information, of course,

was also obtained and followed up .)

The Hill and Knowlton, Inc ., Washington office, requested to follow

up on this information, obtained from Dr . Hueper an advance copy of

his talk and sent it to New York .

Study of the paper showed it contained newsworthy material concerning

lung cancer and particularly concerning the lack of a proven link be-

tween lung cancer and smoking.

Further inquiry in Washington brought out that no press distribution

7 . Personal delivery of the Hueper release was made to important news-

of the talk was contemplated either by Dr . Hueper or the National

Cancer Institute . In view of this, permission from Dr. Hueper was

obtained to distribute copies of his talk to the press, on his strict

condition that this be done only after it was certain that be had

actually delivered it -- placing it in the public domain .

Reproduction of the 17-page paper, of two pages of highlights, and of

a covering note to editors from Hill and Knowlton, Inc ., and all prep-

arations for distribution were made in advance of the talk .

Special liaison with representatives in Sao Paulo was established to

give word of Dr. Hueper's delivery as quickly as possible, so as to

enable distribution of the talk while it was still newsworthy . How-

ever, due to postponement in Dr. Hueper's presentation, this notifi-

cation did not arrive until after 2 o'clock Monday afternoon -- quite

late to begin press distribution .

papers and services as well as distribution to science writers, edi-

torial writers and feature writers . Evidence of use of the material

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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3 . Through personal contacts, advance information was obtained that a

prominent magazine intended to report a growing lack of interest in

, the TIRC program on the part of participating companies . This ref-
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is still being observed . (For example, "Science in Review," page

E-7, New York Times, Sunday, August 1 ; INS Sunday column for August

8; U. S. Newa and World Report, August 6, page 85 .)

8 . Although many of the writers coveri the Sao Paulo meeting failed

to mention the Hueper talk in their dispatches, it is significant

that, as a result of the distribution in the U .S .A ., stories ques-

tioning a link between smoking and cancer were given wide attention,

both in headlines and stories . In some press accounts, the Hueper

story took precedence over the reports of Drs . Hammond and Wynder,

even though the latter were made available to the press in advance

of their delivery on a hold-for-release basis .

III. Special Assistance to Press, Radio, Magazines and Others

This category might include many more items than those listed since

there have been numerous telephone calls and personal contacts made on

which the ultimate results are not yet known .

Following are some examples of such assistance :

1 . Considerable source material was read and digested to provide facts

for a column written by Hal Boyle, distributed nation-wide by the

Associated Press, (Note : Many of the basic facts also are incor-

porated in material given to other writers .)

2 . Special personal contacts are being made regularly with Time, Newsweek,

U. S . News and World Report, and Business Week editors to encourage

use of TIRC material .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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erence was removed from the story when the facts were brought before

the magazine editors .

By personal contact, advance knowledge was obtained of a story on

smoking by Bob Considine for Cosmopolitan Magazine . Information

was supplied resulting in seven revisions and five qualifying addi-

tions to the story which was already in type .

Considerable information and assistance was provided Donald 0 . Cooley

in the preparation for his story in True Magazine . This entailed
~

conferences with the author to work on factual revisions .

Further research and assembling of material and personal conferences

have been extended Mr. Cooley to provide him requested aid in his

writing of a 48-page, la+-priced book for newsstand sales and angled

at the idea "You don't have to give up smoking." Fawcett Publications

is issuing the book entitled "Smoke Without Fear," in late August and

early September .

7. Personal discussions with editorial writers and the supplying of

material preceded the appearance of several positive editorials in

the New York Daily Rews .
N

8. Several other editorials which have appeared in newspapers through- ~
N

out the country were the result of information provided by mail or N
0

through direct personal contacts by branch office staff members of ~07
N

Hill and Knowlton, Inc . Editorials in the influential Washington

papers are an example .

9 . Two editorials widely used in "home town" dailies and weeklies through-

out the country were prepared for and then distributed by the U . S .

Press Association. These were "The Same Old Culprit" and "Truth

Makea a Slow Crop ." Over 100 clippings of these have already been

received .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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10. Through personal contacts radio and TV newsmen and commentators

receive frequent information concerning TIRC activities . Some of

the results of such efforts show in the press-radio-TV reports . For

example, Dr. Little's press conference was reported on film on:

NBC-TV network, "Today" ; NBC-TV and CBS-TV syndicated newsreels,

UP Movietone Newa; and MM Telenews, both of which go to some 80 TV

stations . Radio uses included Lyle Van, WOR ; Frank Edwards, MBS

network; the Yankee Network ; KET, Los Angeles and the regional MBS

West Coast network ; CKLW, Windsor, Ont . ; KNX, Los Angeles ; KASC,

Los Angeles, and the regional ABC West Coast network, At other

times, many programs which indicated an interest in presenting T18C

facts sought an interview or appearance by a TIRC spokesman but

these requests could not be filled .

11 . One negatively-aimed program (WNBT) which was being scheduled on the

cigarette controversy was postponed after discussion of TIRC facts .

12 . Another TV program (ABC-TV, Martin Agronsky), which did deal with

the cigarette controversy, ended on a favorable note after confer-

ences with producers and presentation of facts .

13 . A special radio script for a Louisville, Ky. radio interview with

T, V. Hartnett was prepared and used .

14 . Conferences were held with Dwight Macdonald regarding article he was

preparing for The New Yorker. Macdonald was doing research on an

article that was to be a blast at the tobacco industry . "Special

data" he wanted were "accurate figures" regarding the number of

scientists who were unconvinced by charges against smoking. A list

was prepared of over 100 eminent cancer experts, each of whom had

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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stated since 1948 that, in his (or her) opinion, no conclusive evi-

dence has been established linking tobacco and lung cancer. Other

information also was supplied . No article by Macdonald on this issue

has yet appeared .

15. Assistance was provided to the New York Times for a Sunday Magazine

piece which appeared on Sunday, July 4, on "Why People Smoke," which

discussed some of the now-abandoned old charges against cigarettes .

16. The Louisville Courier-Journal story on the Kentucky Heart Association

statement was obtained in New York from Louisville by telephone and

supplied to the news services, editorial writers and columnists .

The story was carried by INS, the New York Journal-American and

other papers .

17 . Early in the public relations program, an informal survey of maga-

zines, features and syndicates was undertaken to see what, if any,

articles were planned on the smoking controversy, and to follow up

in any way possible . Twenty magazines of nation-wide circulation

were checked and it was found five magazines were working on pieces

and contact was established with authors and editors . Such regular

checking continues as standard practice, requiring numerous contacts

weekly .

18 . Conferences were held with and materials supplied to Bertha Striker

of Coronet Magazine for possible article .

19. Special Fact Sheet on TIRC was supplied to Dr . Charles S . Cameron

prior to his talk before the National Press Club in Washington in

June. The material was used in his question-and-answer period . At

the same time, multiple copies of True Magazine with Don Cooley's

I

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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smoking article were made available at the Press Club for pick-up

following the Cameron appearance .

20. Special conferences are held with AP, UP and INS science writers .

These have been helpful in obtaining guidance on attitudes of writers,

in learning best sources of information from them, and in learning

best methods of supplying information to them .

21 . Often news releases become available late in the day, when most

"inside" newspaper matter is set. Personal outlets with wire services,

including telephoning texts of releases, are necessary to get coverage .

Frequently, this means individualized services, such as the handling

of a story on Dr. Little's press conference to International News

Service, which was unable to send a man to cover the conference .

22 . Conversations were held to supply information to Robert Heilbroner

whose balanced piece on the cigarette controversy appeared in the

June issue of Today's Woman .

23 . Available material was supplied to Sheldon Binn of the New York

World-Telegram & Sun for his January series in the Scripps-Howard o
V

papers and for his article in Re _al Magazine issue of May. N
A
N

24 . Personal conferences were held with writers for the N . Y . Post, ~
V
t0
~which ran a well-balanced series on the cigarette controversy .

IV. Editorial Research and Materials

Public information for the TIRC has been handicapped by the time required

to pull together an adequate body of organized factual material . This

applies not only to the current controversy in the news, but to facts relating to

many other aspects of smoking, suitable for suggestions for use by news writers,

columnists, magazine writers, and others .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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~ (The program approved by the industry in December contained a recommenda-

tion for the development of such editorial research material and this research is in

~ process, with much of the material now in hand . One aspect of this research bears on

public attitudes, but is not directly concerned with either medical or statistical

~ research . Therefore, it is being done by Hill and Snovlton, Inc . research staff

_ members, and by outside science writers . The purpose is to have a supply of color-

ful ful and interesting information on hand for writers .)

~ Some of the scientific and editorial materials already distributed or

still in preparation are:

~ 1. "A Scientific Perspective on the Cigarette Controversy ." This was

~~~" undertaken before a Scientific Advisory Board or a Scientific Di-

~ rector had been named. It was held necessary and urgently timely to

present to leaders of public opinion the fact that there was no una-

~ nimity among scientists regarding the charges against cigarettes .

~ Quotations from some three dozen research and medical authorities

were assembled from authoritative sources in this country and abroad .

~ The Law Committee ruled it would be necessary to get a written per-

mission for each quotation . This involved getting clearance, inmission

~ most cases, from the publications as well as from the individual

~ scientists. Some weeks were required to cover this ground, but on

April lk, 1954 the booklet came off the press and copies were dis-

~ tributed to doctors, scientists, editors, and many others . The pub-

lication lication has since been used as source material for writers on the

fI subject. It was widely publicized and resulted in many favorable

I

editorials, including a lengthy one in the June, 1954 issue of the

Western Journal of Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynecology .

I

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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2. A special packet of timely background information was compiled follow-

ing the Hammond-Horn Report in San Francisco and hand-distributed or

mailed to editors throughout the country .

~

i 3 .

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

b .

M

~

I 5 .

Included in this packet

were: Statements by Dr . Little, Dr. Cameron and the American College

of Cheat Physicians; excerpts from Dr . Weller's report and Dr . Mc-

Cormick's statement and an information summary on TIRC .

A basic information folder has been assembled to include all im-

portant material on TIRC . This is intended for hand and mail dis-

tribution on an individual basis to by-line writers on the subject,

new contacts in the various media, and others who are planning arti-

cles . Included at this point are : The original TIRC advertisement,

a statement concerning origin and purpose of the TIRC, a "Scientific

Perspective," the column by Hal Boyle, the release on Dr . Little's

appointment, a condensation of Dr. Little's June 15th press con-

ference of the TIRC, press background material, historical tobacco

facts, Dr . Hueper's paper, and the release describing the scope of

research interests .

In final stages of preparation is a Background Memorandum on the

Tobacco Industry Research Committee, designed to set forth succinctly

the organization, research policy, scope and purposes of the group .

This will supplement and become a part of the Basic Informetion

folder and will also be available to answer inquiries about the

Committee .

"Editorial Comment on Tobacco and Health" is nearing completion .

(Due to be distributed on or about August 20 .) This is a 20-page

compilation of newspaper editorials, by-lined articles, and columns

relating to the smoking and health controversy that have appeared

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



throughout the country. Copies of this booklet will be distributed

to newspaper editors and writers to provide information and stimu-

late positive action on future editorial writing . Material was

carefully screened to select articles which were well-balanced but

at the same time would not unnecessarily antagonize . Permission

to reprint was obtained from each publisher, syndicate or author .

i
I

V. Informational Reports to TSRC

A continuing effort is made to keep members of the TIRC and related

committees informed of current or anticipated events . This function

entails the reading and culling of hundreds of published clippings monthly ; of

monitoring radio programs ; of mail and personal contacts with sources of news or

developments in publications and in medical and research organizations ; and then

determining what is of sufficient importance for special communications to the T1RC .

1 . Regular reports are being made to T7RC groups on editorial, news,

feature, radio and magazine attention given to the subject . These

comprise selected pieces that are representative of published mate-

rial . Special mailings of such compilations are made from time to

time on specific articles or events .

2 . Other informational mailings to the Committee have included :

a. Advance notice on Reader's Digest article that appeared in the

~

b .

c .

July issue - May 3, 1954 .

Report on the Industrial Health Conference, Chicago .

Report on the article, "The Harmful Effects of Tobacco," appear-

~
ing in the magazine, "New York Medicine."

d . Report on the American Association for Thoracic Surgery Con-

ference in Montreal .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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e . Report on the National Tuberculosis Association meeting in

Atlantic City.

f . Transcript of the Dr. Charles S . Cameron

Press Club .

g .

h . Preliminary report on the American Medical Association Conven-

tion in San Francisco .

i . Excerpts fram the Annual Report of the British Empire Cancer

J .

talk at the National

Report on the American Association for Cancer Research session

at Atlantic City .

Campaign.

Advance report on plans for the International Cancer Congress

in Sao Paulo .

3 . Much reporting is done that does not go out in mailings . For ex-

ample, leading life insurance companies were checked as to their

plans to adjust premium rates for smokers, as had been reported in

scme press accounts . It was found no such move was contemplated and

this information was passed along informally to interested committee

members and press contacts .

General Contacts -- New and Old

Personal contacts are advantageous not only in disseminating and gather-

ing information but for enlisting support and advice on problems . Rela-

tionships established with scientists in connection with the "Scientific Perspective,"

for example, helped lead to selection of several members of the Scientific Advisory

Board .

VI .

1. Personal liaison has been established in such cancer, research, and

medical organizations and associations as the American Medical As-

sociation, American College of Chest Physicians, American Cancer

Society, Sloan-Kettering Foundation, New York University School of

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Industrial Medicine, National Cancer Institute, International Cancer

Congrese' Cancer Prevention Committee, as well as with individual

doctors and scientists . These continue to make possible obtaining

advance information or papers concerning research being done in this

and related fields .

Personal contacts with selected science writers, editorial writers,

columnists, publishers, magazine writers and editors are being

broadened, in relation to TIRC activities . This is in addition to

normal press relations activities or handling of specific requests

and projects .

Mailing lists, another important form of direct contact, are tailored

for maximum effectiveness . In addition to general paper and wire

service lists, special categories are maintained for the Association

of Science Writers, medical journals, trade associations and trade

publications, by-line writers who have shown an interest in the sub-

ject, selected free-lance writers, editorial writers and columnists,

medical columnists, and tobacco country newspapers . Regular revision,

additions and deletions are made .

Several movies have been screened . "Alcohol and Tobacco : What They

Do to Our Bodies" (Coronet Films) appeared to present a real problem,

but this has been withdrawn . "One in 20,000" featuring Dr . Ochsner

was screened and several approaches have been made to sell TIRC full -2
rights to the film for $250,000 (no doubt a bargaining figure) but ~

these overtures were definitely and emphatically rejected . This

film still apparently has not been made available for distribution .

A Fox Movietone newsreel featuring Dr . Ochsner was screened with a

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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recommendation of no action . A proposed anti-tobacco film, "Slow

∎ "~ Suicide, was investigated; this project had been abandoned at

~
last report .

VII. Meetings -- Calendar, Coverage and Reports

1. A calendar of state, national and international medical and scien-

~
tific meetings which may bear upon the subject is kept up to date .

~

~~

Information contained in these lists include the location of the

meeting, its sponsorship and the persona in charge . Agendas are
re

obtained by correspondence and/or personal contact . Whenever desir-

IF
a

2 .

/
~

~
3.

~

L
~
w

able and available, abstracts of appropriate papers to be presented

are obtained in advance . (See discussion of Dr . Hueper's paper under

nln,)

Individual coverage of medical and scientific meetings such as the

AMA meeting in San Francisco have resulted in first-hand knowledge

of the theories, methods, and personalities of those involved in the

research on tobacco and smoking, in an awareness of reactions to and

an understanding of the theses which may be expected to be advanced

from various individuals in the future .

On-the-epot coverage of these meetings also makes possible securing

for TIRC such items as the tape recording transcript of Dr . Hammond`s

presentation at the AMA meeting, the original press release and of-

ficial statements on which newspaper accounts are based, transcripts

of papers given and press conferences held, contact with the press

representatives as well as scientific personnel . A representative

at Sao Paulo, for instance, alerted U .S . newsmen to Dr . Shear's talk,

although no copies of his paper were available . (See AP dispatch

from Sao Paulo, Pueblo, Colo ., Chieftain, July 27, 1954 .)

0)

~
,

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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VIII. Foreign Studies and Liaison

Upon approval by TIRC, Hill and Knowlton, Inc . asked its associates in

England, France, Switzerland, Belgium and Holland to submit reports on

the smoking controversy in their respective countries . Summaries of these reports,

except the one from England, have been prepared and distributed to TIRC members .

The British report is in course of preparation.

In March, Mr. Hill had a meeting in London with the heads of the to-

bacco industry of Great Britain, including Sir Robert Sinclair, and Messrs . Oppen-

heim and Partridge .

The work of the TIRC was explained to the British group, and certain

suggestions from them regarding the "Compendium" were received and submitted to

Chairman Hahn . Also, it was suggested to the British group that the Hill and

Knowlton, Inc . English associate, Alan Campbell-Johnson, could if desired act as

liaison through which the British industry could clear information regarding devel-

opments which it desired to communicate to TIRC . This arrangement was confirmed by

Mr . Hartnett when he was in London later in the Spring .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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A FORY+ARD IDOK

I

Although the industry has been bedeviled by sensational head-

lines generated often by publicity seeking researchers and a seeming

revival of the anti-cigarette crusade, the trend is beginning to turn .

In 1953, no voice was being raised in behalf of the industry . Press

comment was almost entirely limited to a reflection of unproven theories

which most people were accepting as proven facts . No balancing informa-

tion was being made available .

The progress of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee's

program is bringing greater acceptance of the industry's sincere efforts .

The publicity accompanying each step taken so far by the Tobacco Industry

Research Committee, particularly since the selection of the Scientific

Director and the Scientific Advisory Board, has helped bring understand-

ing that the charges against tobacco are not proven and are not joined

in by a large body of scientific opinion . The bulk of editorial comenent

now appearing approves and, at times, applauds the action of the industry .

There are, however, many indications that the researchers and

associations who have led the attacks against cigarettes are going to con-

tinue their efforts publicly and are even more anxious than ever to jus-

tify their position and put their case before the public . Recurrent

publicity about such attacks can be expected

It is not enough, of course, to be

pared not to answer) attacks when they come .

building a broad base of public knowledge of

is being made along these lines :

1 . Basic Public Aooroach . In all

and is anticipated .

prepared to answer (or pre-

It is necessary to continue

the total story . Progress

endeavors, continuous

emphasis is placed on (a) informing the public of the

I

hJ

I
Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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4 . Special Editorial Material . Especially-written articles

are being developed that can be used or adapted for use

in various media receptive to or seeking material relating

to the subject . These will not be limited to the cigarette

controversy but will often deal with broader fields of

research on cancer and other health questions . The purpose

is to spread a wider understanding of all factors involved

without directly encouraging continuing articles on just

~

1 5 .

~

~
6 .

~

7.

~

a

"The Controversy." To achieve this objective more quickly

and effectively, the free lance services of qualified

science writers are being used .

Conoressional Information . A congressional information

project is being developed, designed to better inform those

members of Congress from leading tobacco-interest states

whose constituents have a direct interest in the problem .

Publicity for Granj.s . The judicious use of information con-

cerning the research grant program, just now getting started,

will include immediately the announcement of grants as they

are made as well as follow-ups as some of the research gets

underway. Proper handling will be worked out in conjunction

with the Scientific Advisory Board .

Special Editorial Services . Several projects are now under-

way to provide special material to writers, publishers and

radio-TV producers for work they plan relating to the sub-

ject . Among those now in progress are Jack Ratcliff, for

story idea in Cosmopolitan ; Leonard Engel for tentative

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Harper's assignment ; U. S . News and World Reoort for pro-

posed interviews with Drs . Hueper and Shear of National

Cancer Institute ; Fred Friendly of the Ei9ward R . Murrow

show ; United Features for a possible series on Dr . Hueper's

work ; Ernie Heyn of American Weekly ; Wade Nichols of Redbook

and B u bo k ; Sumner Alhbum of Newspaper Enterprise Associa-

tion ; and Pete Arthur of Associated Press Features .

8. Review of Scientific Pagers . Recent scientific papers are

being reviewed in detail and findings summarized in order

to supplement and improve the amount and quality of informa-

tion that can be made available . This will be organized

according to subject matter (i .e ., "smoking machines and

what is being done with them" and the like) .

9. Continuing Projects . In conformance with the Public Relations

Report and Recommendations approved on June 10, activities

are going forward in broadening and intensifying press and

public contacts ; the search for and compilation of information,

here and abroad ; making full use of material that can be issued

as general press releases ; channeling background information

where it will be most effectively used ; encouraging writers

and others to regard the Tobacco Industry Research Committee

as a reliable font of basic information ; keeping the Comnittee

informed on all significant developments ; exercising constant

alertness for possible new attacks on the industry or support

for the industry's approach to the problem ; and constantly

evaluating the progress and activities to assure maximum

effectiveness and new approaches and action as developments

warrant .
~
i

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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SUBJECT: Tobacco Industry Research Committee Information

Activities, August and September, 1954 .

The following is a sumnary of recent major public relations projects for
the Tobacco Industry Research Committee covering August through September .
In addition, assistance was given to various news and feature writers in
response to inquiries .

Conferences with Publishers

Conferences with several major publishing groups in New York City were
planned and carried out for Dr . Clarence Cook Little, Scientific Director,
and Timothy V . Hartnett, Chairman .

Sessions were held with the following :

New York Times : Arthur Haye Sulzberger, president and publisher ;
Charles Merz, editor ; Turner Catledge, managing editor ; Julius Ochs Adler,
vice-president and general manager ; Lester Markel, Sunday editor ; Orvil E .
Dryfoos, assistant to the publisher ; Robert K. Plumb, science writer ;
Luther Huston, Washington Bureau and Dr . Matthew Rosenschein (an M .D.
Like Mr . Dryfoos, he is a son-in-law of Mr . Sulzberger) .

New York Herald Tribune: Mrs . Helen Rogers Reid, chairman of
the board; Geoffrey Parsons, former chief editorial writer, now retired
into a consulting capacity ; Luke Carroll, news editor ; Earl Ubell, science
editor .

Scripps-Howard Newspapers : Jack Howard, president .

Hearst Consolidated Publications, Inc . : William Randolph Hearst,
Jr ., president and publisher; Richard E . Berlin, president of the Hearst
Corporation (the magazine corporation) ; Glen Neville, editor, New York
Daily Mirror ; Frank Coniff, chief editorial writer, New York Journal
American, and assistant to Mr . Hearst ; Seymour Berkeon, general manager,
International News Service ; Sam Day, managing editor, New York Journal
American.

Luce Publications: Roy E. Larsen, president .

At each conference Dr . Little outlined the scientific approach being devel-
oped by him and the Scientific Advisory Board and made clear the freedom of
action given the Board and research grantees . Mr . Hartnett explained the
industry's long-range intention to support a research program devoted
primarily to the public interest .

Each session resulted in interested questions and lengthy discussion, both
of the industry's problem and of the scientific soundness of the Tobacco
Industry Research Committee approach . Constructive suggestions were made
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on the approach to the public information program . There was also ex-
pression on the part of the publieher-participants that the sessions had
been most helpful in clarifying thl Tobacco Industry Research Committee
program.

Edward R . Murrow Television Show

Continued assistance has been given to the staff of the proposed "See It
Now" program being developed for presentation later in the fall, the
exact date not yet set .

A conference was held with Edward R . Murrow, Fred Friendly, his producer,
and Arthur D. Morse, researcher and writer, at the Tobacco Industry Re-
search Committee offices in the Empire State Building . Mr . Hartnett and
Dr . Little were in attendance, in addition to representatives of Hill and
Knowlton, Inc . At this conferenc.e Mr . Murrow made clear his intention to
follow through on the program and indicated the only possibility of his
discarding it would be the finding that the material collected was not
suitable for telling a good story through the medium of television . The
Murrow staff emphasized the intention to present a coldly objective pro-
gram with every effort made to tell the story as it stands today, with
special effort toward balanced perspective and concrete steps to show
that the facts still are not established and must be sought by scien-
tific means such as the research activities the Tobacco Industry Research
Committee will support . Mr . Murrow was assured of continued cooperation
from the Tobacco Industry Research Committee to the extent possible under
the scope of the TIRC program .

In fulfillment of this assurance, Mr . Morse was assisted in visiting the
Jackson Memorial Laboratory at Bar Harbor, and in interviewing Dr . Paul
Kotin, University of Southern California, Los Angeles . Included also
was the filming of a sequence of Dr . Kotin in his laboratory in Cali-
fornia . Arrangements were also completed for the shooting of separate
sequences with Dr . Little and Mr . Hartnett early in October .

Ma$azine Articles and Writers

In addition to routine contacts or conferences, the result of which are
not yet certain, the following can be reported :

Investor's Reader : Personal conferences were held and material
supplied to Miss Anne Holden, staff writer for the Investor's Reader, pub-
lication of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane . The article appeared
in the September 8, issue and although primarily devoted to financial a-
nalysis of the companies, its references to the activities of the Tobacco
Industry Research Committee were well balanced .

Harper's : An article being prepared by Leonard Engel for
Harper's magazine was re-scheduled from the November to the December
issue . Mr . Engel continued to use TIRC as a source of information and,
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near the completion of his writing, was put in touch with Dr . Kotin, at
Mr . Engel's request , for information concerning proved carcinogens in
air pollutants . Engel's article will not be solely a defense against
the cigarette.attacks, but will attempt to analyze the chargea in the
light of the widely prevalent skepticism concerning the extent to which
cigarette smoking can be implicated . On balance it should lend weight
to the industry's contention that there is no proof of the charges and
that there are many other factors that enter stronglyinto the increasing
incidence of lung cancer .

Current Medical Digest : As a result of distribution by Hill
and Knowlton, Inc . of Dr . W. C . Hueper'e talk at Sao Paulo, a condensa-
tion appears as the lead article in the October issue of Current Medical
Digest, which came off the press at the end of September. The Williams
and Wilkins Company, Baltimore publishers of the magazine, says that the
publication reaches the 123,000 doctors in the country under 65 years of
ago who are in active practice .

Special conferences were also held with Jules Billard and W . C . Bryant,
U .S . Nevs and World Report; Art King, TV Age ; Marguerite Clark, Newsweek ;
Uwrence Anderson, American Press .

Newspaper Writers

Washington Post: A feature story by Nate Haseltine using long
excerpts from paper by Dr . Hueper, which was supplied him in personal
contact through Hill and Knowlton, Inc ., Washington office .

International News Service : The Sunday feature story distributed
in mid-August by International News Service science writer Jack Geiger was
developed primarily frcm the Hueper talk .

Associated Press : Through Pete Arthur, feature editor and Alton
Blakeslee, science editor, material has been supplied for the basis of an
Associated Press feature story, or series, on the development of the To-
bacco Industry Research Committee . Two sessions with Dr. Little were set
up for Mr . Blakeslee to get more background for the article . The
piece awaits a news peg before being completed and sent out .

New York Post & Post-Hall Syndicate : At the request of Column-
ist Sylvia Porter, considerable material was rounded up and made available
concerning Internal Revenue Service figures on cigarette manufacture and
removals . Miss Porter was also referred to Harry S . Wootten for further
industry information which she desired concerning cigarette sales outlook .

Science Writers

Personal contacts with science writers for general purposes as well as
for specific assignments were expanded . Included in personal contacts
were : Alton Blakeslee, Associated Press; Jack Geiger, International News
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Service ; Robert Plumb, New York Times ; Earl Ubell, New York Herald
Tribune ; Roland Berg, Look Magazine ; Marguerite Clark, Newsweek .

In addition, a number of writers were interviewd for research reports,
looking toward possible magazine articles .

C . B . Colby, free lance popularizer of science, was retained for research
and possible writing of article concerning all the hazards of modern life
which people are cautioned against and leading to the .conclusion that in
spite of all the health scares, "You Still Live Longer ."

Robert T. Miller, an experienced researcber, writer and public relations
man, was assigned a research report on the wide range of things common
today which are suspect as carcinogens . A tentative agreement was reached
with another writer to popularize the technical Hueper paper but this has
been postponed .

Special conference was held with Pat McGrady, science editor of the Amer-
ican Cancer Society, who has been critical of some of the material issued
for the Tobacco Industry Research Committee, specifically the "Scientific
Perspective" and Dr . Hueper'a paper. Mr . McGrady was informed of the
great precautions taken prior to the preparation and distribution of both
of these. His objections were also checked informally with other science
writers and there appears to be little agreement with Mr . McGrady's posi-
tion that these materials should not have been issued .

Material Issued

An announcement of Dr . Julius Comroe's addition to the Scientific Advisory
Board was released to the press on August 19 .

Two other releases were prepared for and are awaiting clearance by Dr .
Little and the Scientific Advisory Board . They deal with the statement
of policy on research grants and a news announcement on the issuing of
the first grants .

Three statements by Dr. Little that could be used in the event a press
cemment is needed were prepared and are being cleared with the Scientific
Advisory Board .

The booklet "Editorial Comment on Tobacco and Health" was distributed
widely to press and information leaders . Some strategic use of this
material has already been noted, both in the press and on the radio or
TV .

Mailing and Lists

A special mailing was made to selected papers in tobacco areas in 16
states . This included a letter informing the editors of material avail-
able concerning the Tobacco Industry Research Committee, a copy of the
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"Editorial Ccameent" booklet and the "Scientific Perspective." These same
papers will be included in future distribution of releases and background
material .

Special lists were also prepared on radio commentators throughout the
country who have been noticed as devoting more than passing atteption to
the tobacco and health issue .

10/7/54
Hill and Knowlton, Inc .
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Budget

, Scientific Advianrv Snard / $ 578,000 .

TIRC Administration 66 100I
Furniture & Equipment

.,

10,000 .

TIR C General 75 350~ , .

,

Industry Technical Committee 4,567 .

Hill and Knowlton, Inc .
Staff charges •' &Ts 179 765 .

~ ,

E
Fee ~/t 6 J5

1
' ~~~ 60,000 .

fm- Advertising 254,000 .

"i i z rj r 44 a¢F 2 218,ngenc esCont , .
~ r~ 7 / e

Grand J()I~ ~Pf2 - $1,230,000 .

Ti .__ r.xpenditures, 1954
Grants approved but unpaid, 1954
December expenses paid in

January, 1955
Total as above

TOBACCO INDUSTRY RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Budget vs. Expenditures & Commitments

December 31, 1954

Total Expenditures
& Commitments
To 12/31/54

Balance
Unexpended

$314,4 $263,552 .
\

62,786 .\ 3,314 .

6,598 . 3,402 .

82,088 . (6,738 .)

4,276. 291 .

163,994. 15,771 .

60,000. -

253, 961. 39 .

_ 2,218 .

$948,151 . $281,849 .

$740,003 . l
, 8 .

51,880 .
N
O
V

$948 151 N, . da
N
O
CD
O
O
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s` ..itatistitian ~~

•

1• T:b1

: T. L R.C. adsipistr.tien
. ialtryMsilt.ex $ 15.000.
Up.nses - Lhairsan T05C0.
salaryExeartiw becntary 300400,
E3p.npe - Executive ieeretary 2,400.
iecretariai talaries ~~.

Total .

Fyrnitvre t 6autmant = 10•IXX3 .

1yLR.C. fa.nerai
Rent 8vite 5320
Telephons ! Tsleqrapti
NesoenQer g.rviq
Postage i Eapress
stationerr t office supplies
Travel t Entertaineent
fswt.stats, s,iaroo .ta.

= 49750.
4#200 .
2.400.
19800 .
19200 .
500.
r

hiatinys booklets, seprintsi etc. 47e500 .
turop.an Infor.atien 12.000.
Miscellaneovs 1•O~J .

Total s 7s• x~o .

jp¢vstr T.chrJ¢r 1 ieAt t,
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Tsyasurer's direct paywnts _.

Total
~

i J0;000.
150000.
F7s400.
5.000.

12, .

1 .~.Za2m•

4~500 .
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2p200.
2.400.
500.

2.400.
701000. *
129000,

t)
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February 17, 1955

Material, releases, etc ., is 1'f- ~

sued for, by and about T .I .R .C.

A LIST

A 1. Statement announcing formation of T.I .R .C . (January 4, 1954 advertise-
ment)

A 2. Booklets A SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE ON THE CIGARETTE C0NTR0VERSY (April
1954)

A 3. Announcement of Dr . Little's appointment as Scientific Director of
T.I.R.C. (June 15, 1954)

A 4. Dr. Little's statement at press conference (June 15, 1954)

A 5. Condensed transcript of Dr. Little's press conference

A 6. Booklets EDITORIAL COMMENT ON TOBACCO AND HEALTH (August 1954)

A 7. Release on 6-point research program (October 20, 1954)

A 8 . T .I .R .C . announces initial grants (November 8, 1954)

A 9 . Pathologists meet to plan and discuss cross-country lung study (Decem-
ber 7, 1954)

A10. Booklet : STATEMENT OF POLICY

All. T.I .R.C . announces new research grants appropriated (January 17, 1955)

A12. T.I .R.C . research fund increased to $1,000,000 (January 26, 1955)

A13. Booklets THE RESEARCH PROGRAM OF THE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD TO THE
TOBACCO INDU9TRY RESEARCH COMMITTEE (February 1955)

A14. BACKGROUND 6Ehi0RAND[lE1 for press, radio, TV and science writers (Febru-
ary 1955)

A15 . Membership list of Scientific Advisory Board

N
O
4
N
.P
N
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B 1.

Material from other sources such
as magazines, medical papers, etc .

B LIST

TELEPHONES AND HICCUP3 reprint from PUNCH, March 10, 1954 Issue

B 2 . Text of paper REIATIONSHIP OF SMOKING TO CANCER OF THE IJJNG, delivered
March 16, 1954 at N .Y. Medical College by Dr. Milton B. Rosenblatt, Asso .
Clin. Prof . of Med ., N.Y. Med . Coll. and visiting physician to N .1C Hospital

B 3 . News account of talk by Dr. H.L, Stewart of National Cancer Institute
at Clearfield, Pennsylvania, June 17, 1954

B 4. Story by Donald G. Cooley, WHO SAYS SMOKING GIVES MEN LUNG CANCER7 in
July 1954 issue of TRUE Magazine

i B 5. Kentucky Heart Assn* statement issued July 8, 1954 saying smoking does
~ not cause heart disease

B 6. NEA series on air pollution

B 7. SMOKE WITHOUT FEAR by Donald G . Cooley and published by TRUE Magazine
September 1954

B B. Reprint from J .A .M.A . of August 7, 1954 by Hammond and Horn on THE RE-
LATION3HIP BETWEEN HUMAN SMOKING HABITS AND DEATH RATES - A FOLLa7-UP
STUDY OF 187,766 MEN

B 9. HOW TO SPOT STATISTICAL JOKERS, by Darrell Huff, THE NEW YORK SUNDAY
TIMES, August 22, 1954

B10 . Paper by Dr . A .E . Greer titled THE CIGARETTE-LUNG CANCER PROBLEM,in
August 1954 issue of MEDICAL RECORD AND ANNALS

511 . Paper by Prof. Sidney Russ, SMOKING AND LUNG CANCER, in September 4,
1954 issue of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL

B12. Reprints of condensed version of Hueper paper which appeared in CURRENT
MEDICAL DIGEST, October 1954

B13 . TRENDS IN RESPIRATORY CANCER MORTALITY, from Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company's Statistical Bulletin No . 10, Vol. 35, October 1954

B14 . Text of paoer ENVIRONMENTAL CANCER OF THE LUNG, given by Dr . W.C. Hueper,
National Cancer Institute, at VIth International Cancer Congress, Sao

Paulo, July 26, 1954

~ B15.

a B16.~

B17.

B18.

B19.

COSMDPOLITAN Magazine, November 1954 issue, question and answer excerpt
with Dr. Brewster S . Miller, professional education director of the

American Cancer Society

Article from the December 11, 1954 issue of THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION which comments on the Russ paper

Dr . L.H. Garland's letter in J.A .M .A ., January 1955 issue, commenting on .
Hammond-Horn report

Victor Riesel column quoting Surgeon General Scheele, January 27, 1955

Review of Dr. Alton Ochsner's book SMOKING AM CANCER in January 1955
issue of CALIFORNIA MEDICINE, publication of California Medical Society
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Subject :

Here's a quick rundown an major projects :

Datc: February 24, 1955

Copies:

1, RF3FAHCH PRCGRAM booklet - Major mailing completed of about
150,000 copies to doctors, medical and dental schools,* libraries, hospitals,
medical and science writers, chief daily newspapers and editorial writers,
scientists on such groupe as National Research Council, American Cancer
Societyr Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research., etc .

2 . STATEMM (F POLICY booklet - Long since mailed to substantially
same list, but not doctors,

3 . Abstracts of scientific papere already being used in handling
inquiries, CATALCGAE of abstracts nok~ cleared .

ABSTRACT KITS for Science Writers being selected from among
papers and to be ready soon .

4 . Proofs of Dr. Arkin's article on Hammond-Horn for Current
Medical Digest expected ear y in March .

5 . PAGFART story scheduled for April issue by Dr . Rienhoff en-
titled "Go Ahead and Smoke Moderately."

6. PEOPLE TOD4Y (pocket weekly) story for an early April issue
on,, roughly, t e Phony Lung Cancer Scare .

7. Pfeiffer at work on over-all statement; has two weeks of inter-
views in Boston and Washington; has interviewed or is interviewing S .A.B,
members, ae well as IPational Cancer Institute ., etc . Conferred with Dr.
Little and Dr. Kotin on outline .

I

S. Payne, after conference with editors of SATfktD4Y EVENSNG PCST
on Dr, Little story, was asked for outlines on Dr . Little and Bar Harbor and
on Basic Human Research stories,

9 . Ochsner talks in Atlanta today -- Thursday morning . Some
attention given Lung Cancer Symposium Monday at joint meeting of Atlanta
Graduate Medical Assembly and Southeastern Surgical Congress . Zahn is
covering and stand-by statement by Hartnett is cleared in event Ochsner
talk given special attention and calls for reply,

Ot~, ~~J~w+~a1, -

f/~G~ ~~_/_ ,-
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10, Zahn reports from Atlanta,disturbing development that a
small group of doctors, both private and in state health department, are
talking of a state-wide campaign of adult and youth education against
tobacco, This has not yet come into the open, but a meeting wae held
February 10 to discuss possibilities. Zahn has had long conference with
one member of the State Public Health set-up and will give full report .
Moving force seems to be a Dr, K. C . Aven of Atlanta who xas moderator
of the Lung Cancer panel discussion Monday .

11. Background memo revisions are completed and this should be
ready for wider istr v on e o ]y,

12. Ostrort book on "Why Stop Smoking" is being rushed . E. P.
Dutton representatives contacting company officials, Plans being made
for nation-wide publicity, but don't have details as yet, Hill and Knowlton,
Inc. cooperation continuing in assisting on lists, publicity ideas, etc .

13 . Public Affairs Committee pamphlet going into type after
further revisions. Proo s may be avai le ear next week, This has
been considerably changed from early violent anti-cigarette document,
but still not acceptable. However, it is learned that American Cancer
Society, which was to buy 100,000 copies, now has backed away from this
cosmmitment, It is known that the author (McGrady) and others are very
upset about the toning down of original manuscript by Public Affairs
Committee editors after scientists reviewed the manuscript .

14, Scientific Advisory Board in weekend meeting made progress
in assigning taeks to individuals and sub-committees . Board approved :

a) Plan to get tobacco tars for experiments from Ecusta
Paper Company smoking machines. Details to be worked
out,

b) $25,000 starter fund for special research fellowships
at leading medical schools at about $500 per fellowship
per quarter, Details to be worked out,

®
W

c) Method to approach grantees for pictures and discussion
of work if desired by leading national magazinee,

15. Dr. K. 1P. Lynch of South Carolina pleased with handling of
request for special story for CHARLEST02r NEWS and COtktIFlt on T .I .R,C . and
S .A.B, activities,

16. Satisfactory discussion was held with Senator Kerr Scott
of North Carolina and he is interested in receiving guidance on what to
do, Tentative plans being developed for informal meeting of Mr, Hartnett
with some legislators in Chairman Cooley's office early in March -- perhaps
March 3 -- to discuss with T.I .R .C . is doing. If this doesn't work out,
it is planned for Hartnett to confer with Scott individually,

I
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The foundation which the Tobacco Industry Research Committee
has been building is gaining strength in both breadth and depth . The
progress of the scientific program developed by the Scientific Advisory
Board is an essential and pervading force . The sound approach to the
problem by the Scientific Advisory Board has encouraged other qualified
scientists to speak out courageously in questioning those who would
write off the lung cancer problem as a smoking problem .

Of necessity, efforts to bring the known facts before the
public continue to be in the nature of an educational campaign -- slow,
unsensational, factual . Neither the circumstances nor the available
information lend themselves to the sensational treatment accorded the
major indictments of tobacco use .

Factors Show Improved Position

Nevertheless, progress has been made . On the positive side,
these factors stand out :

1. The first "big scare" continues on the wane. There is
much general awareness of the big IF factors involved . In some in-
stances, the accusers have gone to such extremes that their credibility
is being questioned by their colleagues in their own profession .

2 . The research program of the Tobacco Industry Research
Committee has won wide acceptance in the scientific world as a sincere,
valuable and scientific effort . This is due primarily to the stature
of the men serving on the Scientific Advisory Board, the soundness of
the research program developed, the caliber of research so far approved,
and of the investigators receiving grants .

3. The status of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee
itself has been enhanced by the freedom of action granted scientists,
the increase to $1 million of research funds, and the obvious sincerity
of approach to the problems . Both governmental and institutional groups
in the field of health have shown recognition of the contribution the
Tobacco Industry Research Committee is making .
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4 . Ther® is greater and groving expression of the position
that cigarettes do not and should not stand convicted . This is evident
in both the scientific and lay comnunities . Suspicion is still wide-
spread but the lynching party seems to have been called off, at least
temporarily.

5. Treatment of the cigarette-health issue in public media
continues to improve from the Tobacco Industry Research Committee point
of view. Even adverse stories now tend to carry modifying statements .
Positive stories are on the ascendancy . They may not always be in the
places we would like to see them and they may not always say the things
we would like them to say. But at least they are now showing up and
they do cast doubt on the cigarette attacks . A year ago attacks pre-
dominated and they were generally imnoderate .

Issue Being Kept Alive

On the other side of the ledger, we have to face up to these
situations :

1 . The cigarette-health issue is still considered top news .
This is often more apparent at a local level than in national news .
While there is a growing tendency to emphasize the uncertainties and
disputes in the issue, the end result is to keep the controversy con-
stantly alive .

2 . Medical, dental and other groups continue to schedule
cigarette-health discvssions, oftentimes for the apparent purpose of
stimulating interest in their meetings .

3 . Anti-tobacco crussders continue to ride the health issue .
Our clippings show cortinual local activities by the American Temperance
Society, the Seventh Day Adventists, and similar groups scheduling
lectures and movies dealing with the cigr.rette and health issue . Dr.
Ochsner and Dr . Wynder continue to be the leading an .ti-tobacco crusaders
of stature in the medical and scientific world .

4 . While the American Cancer Society has tempered Its em-
phasis on the lung cancer and smoking issue so far as its national fund
drive publicity is concerned, it continues to play up smoking and lung
cancer in its literature . Local groups also use the issue, particularly
the Hammond-Horn findings, in their fund raising drives .

5 . An increasing number of scientists and researchists are
anxious to report on their works invoh .ing cigarettes . Of late, most
of these have been anticipated and, when necessary, steps are taken to
deal with the findings . These reports include studies on the relation
of tobacco and heart as well as tobacco and lung cancer.

N
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~
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HIGffiSGR'IS OF RECENT ACTIVITIES

In addition to meeting timely problems as they arise, em-
phasis is placed on marshalling scientific facts and published materials
to prepare for meeting future attacks and for carrying on a program
that is becoming increasingly positive .

The following discussion of a few important highlights reflects
how the various methods, media and materials are applied to immediate
problems as well as giving a firmer basis for the continuing operation .

1 . Mid-April San Francisco meetings of the Federation
of American Societies for Experimental Biology and of the American Asso-
ciation for Cancer Research . Advance preparations included analysis of
scientific papers and planning for coverage . Unfavorable publicity was
anticipated with e aration of ossible T.LR. C . s .a ements . epresent-
a ves at these meetings brought full information concerning publicity
and other developments .

Only one ma~or story dealing with the tobacco
issue resulted, although others were possible . This was the report of
Dr. Wynder's latest studies, which was developed in a press conference
set up at the meeting. It was learned that careful questioning of Dr .
Wynder at the press conference was resulting in stories which emphasized
that nicotine and benzpyrene had been ruled out by his experiments as
possible cancer agents, even on the skins of mice . No T.I .R.C. state-
ment was issued in view of the positive press treatment indicated .

2. A Hill and Knowlton, Inc . representative covered
the Southeastern Surgical Congress Assembly late in February where Dr .
Ochsner was a featured speaker . Local newspapere were contacted and
given information concerning the work of T.T.R.C . Press coverage of
the conference was generally fair, and limited . A prepared T .I .R .C .
statement was not used .

3 . Two meetings of the New York Academy of Medicine
and one of the Bronx County IY:ntal Society were covered to guard against
unexpected publicity, but no step= were necessary . Two of these meetings
featured Dr. E . L. Wynder and the other was a panel on "Effects of
Tobacco Smoking ." None received press notice .

L . Liaison was established with the Georgia Health
Department which had been approached by proponents of a state-wide
campaign against the use of tobacco. A recent check indicated the
threatened campaign is at least dormant.

-3-
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5 . A 6,000 word manu b John Pfeiff~,

well-knowa science writer, a's ee prepared and -now n process
of preparation for wide use . This discusses the "Fight Against Lung
Cancer," with all elements placed in perspective . It is designed as
the basis for a T.I .R.C. document and for other public distribution
material., for articles and for policy statements .

6 . Clearances are continuing for a possible brochure
of news reports of doctors and scientists who question the cigarette
link or express reservations about it . It is felt that publication
should not be rushed, but the material is kept up-to-date for possible
quick issuance .

7 . Current scientific reports are screened as they
appear for possible inclusion in a new scientific perspective, as well
as for adding to scientific files for special reference and distribution .

8. Reprint~s of theicle by Dr. William
Rienhoff are being wldely- listribut~ edia through the
publishers of Pageant. A news notice summarizing the article was
widely released by the magazine .

9 . The article by Dr. Herbert Arkin appearing in
the April issue of CUItREtr'P MEDICAL DIGEST is being reprinted for broad
distribution .

10 . News releases on announcements of grants and
increase of the research funds to $1 million were widely published .
A special article concerning participation of the Medical College of
South Carolina was prepared for and used by the CHARLESTON NEWS AND
COVRIER.

11. Information was supplied for the article "Phonev
Cigarette Scare" in tbe March 23 issue of PEOPLE TODAY ; for "A PsycTio -
ogist on the Cigarette Scare" in the April issue of PCPULAR N.EDICII;S,
and for a piece scheduled for the August iesue of ARGOSY magezine .

12. Information supplied to TV station KALB in
Alexandria, La ., was used April 17 when Dr . Ochsner appeared on a local
program devoted to a review of his book. Reviews fro¢n CALIFORNIA MEDICINE
and the AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIA^_'ION JOURNAL, as well as Dr .
Rienhoff's article in PAGEANT, provided information for the rebuttal .

After considerable negotiation, recent permission
was obtained to distribute to radio stations recordings of a panel dis-
cussion on the problems of aging, featuring three doctors, including
Dr. Elmer Hess, president-elect of the American Medical Association, in
which the question, "Does Smoking Shorten the Average Life?" was inter-
estingly discussed .

-4-
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13. The book, 7Why Stop Smoking?~' by Albert Ostrow
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17k . A proposed syndicated feature story devoted almost
entirely to Dr. Wynder's opinions and research was checked by the editors
for additional facts and information . This story is being held in abey-
ance pending possible development of a series .

radio stations throughout the country . Most recent information is tha£
the book has already gone into a second printing .

prepared by the publisher, E . P. Dutton or distribution to press en
last Friday. A special press release,commen ng on the book has
has been officially, published and first promotion'started in Chic,

15 . The Public Affairs Ce®ittee pamphlet by Pat
McGrady, science editor of the American Cancer Society, has been is-
sued under the title, "Smoking : Lung Cancer?" . T_hough the contents
are not compatible with T.I.R.C. policy, they were greatly and help-
fully modified from the orTi`RZ'~manusc_ .r~~nt~ber of outstending
cancer scientists contributed suggestions for editing this manuscript
and modifying its original strong indictment of cigarettes .

16 . Gathering, analyzing, preparation and distribu-
tion of various materials continued. The Research Program booklet was
mailed to all doctors and scientific journals and institutions, in-
cluding the membership of the American Association for Cancer Research .
Reference files of relevant abstracts from pertinent scientific articles
are being augmented for a wide variety of uses, including individual
requests from students and scientists, newspaper and magazine writers,
and industry members . Useful magazine and newspaper articles are re-
produced, when permission is obtained, and made available to public
information media .

0Ui'LOOK FOR Ir41EDIATE FUTURE

At this particular moment, the immediate past looks better
than the immediate future .

The next major public problem will be the second Hsmmond-
Horn report. This is now scheduled to be given before the American
Medical Association meeting from June 6 to 10 in Atlantic City .

There is no reason to hope that the second report will be
in any way better than the one last year .

There is no reason to hope that it will not result in wide-
spread attention in the press . The A.M.A . meeting this year is closer
to the major news centers than it was last year in San Francisco .

The program of the Tobacco Industry Research Cownittee
should help maintain press and public perspective on the findings
reported by Drs . Hammond and Horn .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



PRCPOSALS FOR IM1+,EDIATE FUTURE

The Tobacco Industry Research Committee first appeared before
the public with an assurance that the industry itself would assume
leadership in research into all aspects of tobacco use and health .
The industry is now moving into a position of leadership . '

This brings with it a greater responsibility to the press
and the public . The T.I.R.C. will have to live up to the expectations
it has created on two fronts :

I

I

∎
1

First, by pushing ahead soundly but steadily to get at the
facts through widespread scientific investigation ;

Second, to report to the public where it stands in the search
for the desired information about cancer and its causes, as well as the
relationship of tobacco use to other phases of health, and to describe
to the public the nature and scope of T:I.R.C.-sponsored research .

This calls for a more active and outspoken position. No
longer can we expect the press and public to accept the terse comment
that "nobody knows any answers ."

Positive steps being planned and recomcnended for the immediate
future, in brief, are as follows :

1 . A strong affirmative report in mid-May by Dr . Little of
where the problem stands today and what progress has been made through
the efforts of the T.I.P. .C. This should be a prepared statement dis-
tributed to the press and accompsnied by a discussion with Dr . Little,
science and other writers participating.

2 . Carefully spaced distribution of basic informational
material designed to implement the position set forth by T .I .R.C .
This will include :

a. Through PAGEAN7 mag .zine, the article by Dr. Rienhoff
is now going to important informat.ion msdia .

b. A reprint of Dr . Herbert Arkin's article analyzing
the Hammond-Horn methods, will be ready for mailing to media the latter
part of May .

c . A special report of the fight against lung cancer --
the Pfeiffer manuscript -- which will put the cigarette issue in its
proper perspective . This should be set for sometime in May or June .

d. Reprodu:tions of news reports quoting prominent
medical or scientific figures who caution against condemning cigarettes
on the basis of present evidence .
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e . Announcement of new grants bringing the total to more
than $450,000 actuelly approved for specific research. This is ready
to go at any time but perhaps should be held for release coincidentally
wi.th Dr. Little's press conference .

3 . A strong positive statement is being prepared to serve as
the Tobacco Industry Research Ccw=ittee'e comment on the nev Ssmmond-
Horn report . 'Eais should be a statement from Mr. Hartnett, re-emphasizing
the affirmative approach .
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PUBLIC RELATIONS REPORT

to the

TOBACCO INDUSTRY RESEARCH CCbII+iITTEE

February 14, 1956

General Introduction

The period immediately ahead will produce a considerable number of scien-
tific papers, medical meetings and public statements both generally and specif-
ically concerned with the subject of smoking and health . Additional reports,
meetings, books and articles will focus still more attention on this subject in
the next four months .

With respect to this increased activity, however, two points should be
recognized ;

1 . A large proportion of the attacks against smoking made recently, and
expected to continue in the next few months, originate with the same smal]l group
of critics who have led the anti-tobacco moves of the past two or three years .

2 . Neither the press nor the public seems to be reacting with any notice-
able fear or alarm to the recent attacks .

This outlook does not warrant any attitude of complacency in our public
relations approach, especially when we consider .what could be the impact on the
public of a possible announcement (which has been r mored) by researchers al-
leging that they have isolated and identified a carcinogen in tobacco . Also,
it is not possible at this time to assess fully the probable impact of federal
government reports and activities that are indicated in the months ahead .

With a number of grantees at or near the stage of yublic repo^ting on
their research to date, the conduct of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee
will be closely scrutinized by the scientific world as well as the press, as
to the stand and attitude assumed toward those reports . Protection of the la-
tegrity of the industry's position in this regard is vitaily necessary, and con-
c~us ve reaffirmation that true ire~o~ thought and ac s een given
---- be

Our public relations efforts will continue to be directed toward : (a)
keeping the press well informed of the balancing aspects of the situation as
new attacks arise, and (b) increasing the prestige of TIRC's own efforts by
showing that TIRC is helping to gain the needed facts through adequately £i-
nanced and carefully planned scientific research .

N
O
~
N
A
N
O
O
~

The research program of the Scientific Advisory Board has now progressed
to a point warranting fuller description of its accomplishments and aims within
the fields of science and medicine . With the valuable guidance and assistance
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of IIrs . Little and Hockett, steps are being worked out to give doctors and sci-
entists greater knowledge of the scope, composition and nature of the program .

Meanwhile, the TIRC continues increasingly to benefit from the leadership
which Dr. Little, Dr . Eockett and the members of the SAB are providing . ITr .
Little's forthcoming editorial and speeches will be a further contribution to
the prestige of the TIRC research program .

The Recent Months

A factor that has become more noticeable since the last TIRC meeting is
that, more and more, doctors and scientists are voluntarily speaking up at med-
ical meetings to express disagreement with the flat charges made against to-
bacco. They do not exonerate tobacco but say that the case against smoking has
not been proved and that much more evidence is needed .

Another aspect that also is becoming more apparent is the greater emphasis
being placed by scientists in this country and abroad on the role of air pollu-
tion as the major cause of lung cancer . Two recent scientific reports on air
pollution and health received national newspaper attention . The subject is be-
ing treated by the press as a new, interesting and important phase of the over-
all situation .

Meanwhile, reports adverse to tobaccb from two major sources, which pre-
viously received much publicity, were largely ignored by the press in recent
months because of their apparent failure to contribute anything pertinent or
different to the problem .

In England the situation as regards the press appears to be quite differ-
ent than that in this country . There is frequent and increasing mention of at-
tacks on smoking in,the British press .

The Future

Smoking and health will be the subject of many papers and symposia at
scientific meetings during the next several months . Some of the papers will be
given by TIRC grantees, one of whom is scheduled to present an exhibit and paper
at three medical meetings . Several grantees have submitted papers on their re-
search findings to date for pablication in professional journals .

Reports by grantees, whether they are made at meetings or appear in scien-
tific journals, may lead to requests from the press for comment by TIRC . Re-
gardless of what the reports say, TIRC intends only to restate its guarantee of
complete scientific freedom to those who have received, and will receive, re-
search grants . Such action will enhance the acceptability and sincerity of
TIRC's research program with the scientific world and the public at large .

Several TIRC grantees already have presented papers at separate medical
meetings but none received any press mention .

Meetings at which smoking and health are expected to be discussed :

1 . Feb . 24, Long Island sub-section of the American Chemical Society,
Brooklyn . The entire day is devoted to tobacco . The morning session, to be

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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3 . The NCI is doing a retrospective study of lung cancer and smoking hab-
its in women.

4 . Dr. Wynder, in collaboration with a statistician at the National In-
stitutes of Health, is reported preparing a paper from Wynder's material relat-
ing to lung cancer statistics in women . (This may be one of the papers Dr .
Wynder will present in April.)

5 . The Veterans Administration study is continuing .

6. Tvo government health statisticians are studying old VA records with
regard to influenza, gas exposure and other respiratory conditions of men in
World War I. This study will be compared with the VA study .

7 . The NCI is considering a retrospective study that also would make use
of the Census Bureau survey . This would replace the previously proposed study
of the relationship of amoking to mortality among women employed by the govern-
ment and covered by federal employe insurance . The latter plan has been dropped,
at least for the present .

Other factors of public relations interest to TIRC are Dr . Little's forth-
coming report (in May) on the progress and accomplishments of the research pro-
gram, the talks he will give at three medical meetings and the editorial he has
written for CANCER RESEARCH, official publication of the American Association
foY'Cancer Research .

Dr . Little will speak March 5 before the Wayne County Medical Society in
Detroit . On June 5 he wi71 present a paper at a symposium on "Cancer of the
Lung" at the Third National Cancer Conference in Detroit . On June 7 he wil]l
speak at a symposium on "The Present Concept of Bronchogenic Carcinoma" at the
annusl meeting of the American College of Chest Physicians in Chicago .

The Third National Cancer Conference is co-sponsored by the American Can-
cer Society and the National Cancer Institute . The planning committee for the
meeting has suggested to Dr . Little that he speak on "Etiology and Lung Can-
cer -- Tobacco" and also has asked him to participate in a panel discussion on
etiology .

The editorial Dr . Little has written and the talks he is to give will in-
crease scientific appreciation of the research program and will be of interest
to science reporters in the :.r normal coverage of such occurrences .

Cancer Month

April has been designated "Cancer Month" and during the next few months
the American Cancer Society will conduct an active campaign to achieve its goal
of $26,000,000 . The build-up has been apparent in recent weeks :

1. An article on lung cancer and smoking by Dr . Charles Cameron, the
ACS' medical and scientific director, appeared in the January issue of THE
ATLANTIC . Virtually the entire text was word for word from his report of 1953-
1954 . The ACS wrote a news release on the article which was released to local
newspapers by various ACS divisions .

I
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Dr . Cameron also has written a book, "The Truth About Cancer," which ia
expected'"to be published in March. The book contains a section on smoking and
lung cancer and will be promoted nationally by the ACS .
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2. The Feb . 10 issue of U .S . NEWS & WORLD REPOFfP featured an interview
with Dr. C . P . Rhoads, director of the Sloan-Kettering Institute, on "Is A Can-
cer Cure Near2" One section dealt with Dr . Rhoads' conclusions on cigarette
smoking as a cause of lung cancer . .

3 . The lead article in the Feb . 8 issue of the WALL STREET JOIIRNAL was
on cancer chemotherapy. The February issue of McCALL'S magazine has a human
interest article based on Sloan-Kettering . The science editor of Scripps-Howard
Newspaper Alliance carried a column on cancer Feb . 7 .

~+ . Columnist Ed Sullivan is national campaign chairman for the ACS drive .
In his syndicated column of Feb . 5 . Sullivan said that cancer research doctors
"are planning a statement that will jolt the country in March ."

This may be a report by Dr. Wynder and his associates alleging that they
have isolated a carcinogen in tobacco . On Dec . 27, 1955, speaking from the
floor at a "Lung Cancer-Tobacco Controversy" session at the American Statistical
Association meeting, Dr . Wynder said that he will announce soon the isolation
of a substance in cigarette smoke) "not benzpyrene but a member of the benz-
pyrene family," which has, in every instance, produced tumors in animals .

5 . The March issue of READER'S DIGEST has a condensation of an anti-
smoking editorial that appeared in the December 1955 issue of SOUTHWFSTERN
MEDICISIE, journal of three southwestern medical societies .

6 . The June issue of GERIATRICS will be devoted entirely to the subject
of cancer and will have an editorial written by Dr . Cameron .

Hig}lights of Recent Activities

1 . The biennial report of the Sloan-Kettering Institute, issued Dec . 7,
purported to disclose "new" evidence linking smoking to larynx cancer . The re-
port also dismissed air pol].ution as a possible causative factor in lung cancer .
A TIRC statement was released to help put the report in factual perspective .
General press treatment of the report did not stress the smoking and health sec-
tions .

2 . Two papers on benzpyrene in cigarette paper and tobacco were given by
the Rand Development Corporation before the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science meeting at Atlanta, Ga ., Dec . 27 . Hi1t and Knowlton, Ine .,
arranged for coverage of the meeting at which the Rand company's claims were
challenged by Dr. Louis Fieser) a Harvard University professor who is an author-
ity on benzpyrene and related compounds . The Rand papers were widely publicized
and Dr . Fieser's comments also appeared in many of the newspaper stories .

3 . Dr . Hanmond and Dr . Eerkson appeared on the same platform Dec . 27 at
a session on the 'lung Cancer-Tobacco Controversy" at the meeting of the American
Statistical Association in New York . The American Cancer Society made available
a release on Dr . Hammond's paper but none was issued on Dr . Berkson's talk either
by his own organization or the statistical group . There'was little press mention
of this session .
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4 . A report from a New Zealsnd public health official, published in a
British medical journal, attributed the increase in lung cancer incidence to
air pollution and not to smoking . Advance information of the date of publica-
tion was obtained from contacts in New Zealand and England and when it appeared
it was brought to the attention of the United States press . Stories and edi-
torials on it appeared in many newspapers .

5• A paper by Dr . Hueper appeared in a publication of the U . S . Public
Health Service in January. Advance copies of the article, which described cig-
arettes as only a minor possible contributory factor, if any, in lung cancer,
were obtained and distributed . Stories were carried by several news wire serv-
ices and appeared In newspapers throughout the country . It also was mentioned
on many radio and television news broadcasts .

6 . A book on the scientific aspects of smoking and health, being written
by science writer Eric Northrup, is expected to be published by June 1 .

7 . A year-end statement by Mr . Hartnett was released to and published in
a number of the tobacco trade magazines .

8 . Releases were issued on new TIRC grants and the addition of $500,000
to the research fund, and stories on both appeared in many newspapers . A story
has been prepared for release at an appropriate time on the continuance and ex-
pansion of the TIRC medical student fellowship program .

9 . The editor of a company which prepares pamphlets for employe reading
racks requested information for a proposed pamphlet on smoking and health . He
later decided to discard the smoking and health angle and instead is planning a
condensation of a 1954 popular-priced book on "How To Stop Smoking ."

10 . The 1956 WOHI.D ALMANAC was published and contains a balanced treat-
ment of the subject of smoking and health . Informational msteriall was given the
editor several months ago .

11 . Informational material, both from TIRC and other sources, continued
to be supplied to large numbers of doctors, scientists, science writers, stu-
dents and ottyers interested in smoking and health
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CONFERENCES WITH LIFE AND
READER'S DIGEST, JULY 17-18, 1956

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Timothy V. Hartnett

This memorandum will summarize our contacts with LIFE staff mem-
bers on July 17, and DeWitt Wallace, editor of THE READER'S DIGES on July 18 .
Participants on behalf of TIRC were Dr . Little and essrs . Hartnett and Darrow .

LIFE Contact

I
I

This was a limcheon-meeting initiated at the Invitation of Mr . Robert
T. Elson, Deputy Managing Editor of LIFE.

Those attending for LIFE were : Mr. Elson ; Albert L. Furth, assist-
ant to the editor-in-chief; George Hunt, assistant managing editor ; Warren Young,
science editor ; Ed Kern, science writer ; Hugh Sidey and Miss Alix Witteborg, sci-
ence researchers .

In extending the original invitation, Mr . Elson stated an interest in
having LIFE'S science staff gain a fuller appreciation of Dr. Little's personal views
on the subject of cancer generally, particularly his estimate of the Importance of
factors within the individual as opposed to external stimuli .

Atthe luncheon, which was conducted in a friendly and congenial at-
mosphere, Mr . Elson asked Mr . Hartnett to open the discussion by outlining the
thinking behind the formation of TIRC and describing its organizational set-up. A
number of interested questions were prompted by Mr . Hartnett's description of
TIRC policies . Particular note was taken of the freedom of action given the SAB,
as well as grantees .

Dr. Little then covered a number of aspects of the broad subject of
cancer in a brief talk along much the same lines as his presentation at the last
meeting of the TIRC on February 14, 1956 .

_ ~He pointed out the importance to the public of receivin a balancz-d
~esent2t'i"n of all the facts and underscored the need for e itorial responsibility „
in handling stories that rouse unwarranted fears ~.

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



Questions from those present indicated an active Interest in what
Dr. Little had to say. While their schedules did not permit as much discussion
as might have been desired by several of the LIFE staff members, it was pointed
out that Dr. Little would be happy to talk further on those items of special inter-
est to them at a later,date of their choosing .

Arrangements were made to send along certain materials of inter-
est to the LIFE staff members . A visit to TIRC and Hill and Knowlton, Inc., by
some of the editors and writers is to be arranged at an early date . This will
provide an opportunity for up-dating on the scope and nature of information avail-
able and provide further knowledge of how TIRC and SAB operate . An opportunity '
of the LIFE staffers to meet Dr. Hockett will be provided on the occasion of that f
visit. ~

READER'S DIGEST Contact

This was an afternoon meeting at the READER'S DIGEST headquar-
ters offices near Pleasantville with DeWitt Wallace, editor, and James Monahan,
senior editor and Lois Mattox Miller, roving editor, attending for the publication
and Dr. Little, Mr . Hartnett and Mr. Darrow for TIRC.

This was a most pleasant and congenial discussion .

Mr. Wallace said that through Mr . Monahan and Mrs. Miller be
had a good understanding of TIRC and what it was doing but would welcome know-
ing more about it .

Mr. Hartnett briefly outlined the background of TIRC, discussed
some of the problems in organizing an industry approach to the question and made
clear the open-minded approach that had been adopted .

Dr. Little stressed importance of the public not being stampeded
into undue fears and the great responsibility held by major publications to keep
the public adequately informed so that they would not tend to over-simplify the
problem and expect a "push-button answer" to problems so complex as cancer
and heart disease .

Mr. Monahan expressed the belief that the Scientifio Advisory
Board and Dr. Little had thoroughly dissipated any skepticism about the sincerity
of the TIRC program and the industry's support of it. He commented that a phe-
nomenally good job had been done in getting the research program under way so
quickly on such a sound basis,

v

N
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Both he and Mrs . Miller indicated considerable knowledge-of.TIItC
but said they wanted to be even more closely kept up to date in the fntise : ~Theyy

,
inclading a report on air pollution research, were given to Mr . Monahan as eam

and a recent Armour Researchbulletin; ~ESociety story on environmental cancer

tobacco and health . Copies of the June, 1956, issue of CANCER RESEARCH ;`.Sri
cluding an article by Dr . Kotin; CANCER NEWS, inciuding the Amelricsn Cancer

also asked to be alerted oa all materials of significance dealing with'auy aspect

ples of the recent literature of interest .

Department had not cau h_t ~th~~e e,~rror which referred to 900 people involved in
tests as "afrmen" when t~ v were actually college students. r--..

ing'• was discussed with Mr . Wallace. He expressed surprise that their Researoh
The recent Robert Buck article "Why an Airline Pilot Quit Smok=;~~.

TIRC and Hill and Knowlton, Inc., offices to gain a better knowledge of data and
services available which might be helpful to them on future assignments .
Mr. Wallace said they would be happy to talk further any time we felt it was war ;

Both Mr. Monaban and Mrs. Miller expressed interest in visiting ;

ranted.

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



HILL AND KNOWLTON. Ivc.
160 EAST FORTY-SECOND STREET

M Ew YORK 1T, N. Y.

Orrom T-6000

Mcmoto: Mr . Carl G. Thompson Date: Febrta ry 4, 1958

From: John W. Hi11-- Copies: Messrs . Goss
~ Darrow

Subject: Phone Call with Mr . Joseph Cullman (r`~

Joe Cullman called me today, asking that we jump in to take hold
of the labeling legislation matters facing the industry in Massa-
chusetts, as wel3 asiu,New York and in one of the Carolinas .

He said that Mr . Gray had called him, and that the feeling had
been expressed that, although certain activities are under way,
the efforts to oppose this legislation were not being properly
coordinated and directed, due to the fact that the Institute which
had been formed to do this job was not yet ready to function . He,
therefore, wanted to know whether we would be in a position to take
on this coordinating job -- I told him we would be .

'Accordingly, a meeting has been set up for 10 :45 a .m . in our office
with Messrs . Ed Jacobs (Davis Polk) and with Mr . Lockwood, the law-
yer who has been retained by the tobacco industry to look after the
Massachusetts legislation .

At 11 :00 a .m . as many members of the Executive Committee as possible
will convene in our office, together with Messrs . Coleman (Davis Polk)
and Mr . Horace Hitchcock . The members of the Executive Committee to
be present will be : Bowman Gray, Frank Horan and Joe Cullman . Mr .
Peterson is still ill, Mr . Gruber is away . Mr . Hahn has a 10 :30 a .m .
meeting, but will join the group in our office as san as he can get
away .

The purpose of the meeting is to develop a olan for opposing the leg-
islation, select eocle tn annrar at the hearings, and develop the
line of onnoslt on arQument . Mr . Cullman and Mr . Gray would lie
Mr . Hartnett to appear at the hearings on February 11 -- Tim has tak-
en this under consideration . Dr . Greene also has been asked to ap-
pear, and has accepted . It also is desired to have a technical man,
such as Dr .Hamner, appear . Mr . Hartnett would be expected to speak
about the imgracticability of such labeling, and Dr . Hamner would
point out how it would be impossible for any company to label the
precise extent of tar and nicotine contained in cigarettes because
the amount varies .

Mr . Bol{Iling of Philip Morris called to say that Mr . Wolfe Cohen, head
of the Mass . Retail Tobacco Assn ., will be active in the fight and will
be prepared to cooperate in every way possible . His address is 496
Tremont Street, Boston ; tel : Hancock 6-9889 .

Sincerely,

jwh/sw J.W .H .

~ &''1/
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THE p1MERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

150 F.A6T 42rn .STRHET, TTEWZ'ORH 17, N.Y.

Orr~e. or rrs Pan.mvrr

Mr . John V . Hill
Hill and Knowlton, Inc .
150 East l+2nd Street
New York l7, New York

Dear Mr. Hill:

February 5, 1958

I have studied the questionnaire which you gave me and
others last Friday in an effort to determine the views
of the directors of the Tobac o Institute on certain
important questions of o c to which answers are
needed in order to formulate the public relations
policies of the Institute .

As I expect to be away for the balance of Febru2ry,
I am writing this letter to give you my views without
delay on the questions you have raised .

1 . What is the area of activities for the
Institute and what are its major objectives?

In my opinion, the Institute's major area of activity
and major objective should be :

To defend the tobacco industry against attacks
from-w-F-a-tsoever source on tobacco as an-alleg ~e
health hazard, including efforts to impose
labellin re uirements on tobacco products
base directly or n irectly on the charge
that tobacco is a hazard to health .

2 . Vhat is the Institute's position on the
health charges against tobacco use?

Broadly speaking, it is m3& view that the Institute's
position on the health charges against tobacco should

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062



be that in the present state of scientific evidence
these charges are ounded . (This is elaborated in
answers to later ques ons .)

3 . Should the Institute initiate frontal
attacks on the American Cancer Society
and the Sloan Kettering Institute Por anti-
cigarette campaigns and, if so, what should
be the line of attack?

If " onta s" means an impu~nnment of thP
motives o the American"-Lr-ancer Society and the
Slo- a.- n-ge'ttering Institute, it is my view that the
Institute should n a e in such tactics . I feel
that public opinion wou be on the side of these
*public service" institutions, that such attacks would
be resented, and that the Institute - composed as
it is of commercial interests - would be on the losing
end of the argument .

The Institute's position on such anti-cigarette cam-
paigns should, I believe, be "on the merits" ; in
other words, by ex_posing the flaws in the charpes
and p~~r~t ne contradictory evidence .

,Q .. What will be the Institute's position
toward official sources originating anti-
cigarette reports? The Surgeon General?
The National Cancer Institute? State
Health Departments?

The Institute's position toward official sources
originating anti-cigarette reports should, in my
opinion, be the same as in °3" . However, on the
assumption that official sources should not have
prejudices and pre-conceived views, the Institute
should endeavor to maintain co-operative relations
with them and furnish them with all available evidence
and analyses before adverse official positions are
formulated and announced .

5 . Should the Institute take a public position
on specific news stories involving smoking,
such as the British Medical Association

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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pamphlet issued this week? If so, would
these be compatible xith the position of
the Tobacco Industry Research Committee
and the Scientific Advisory Board? Would
they be coordinated?

The Institute should be prepared to take a position
on specific news stories involving tobacco . Decision
should be made, based on the circumstances, by the
Institute, the TIRC and Public Relations Counsel,
acting in co-ordination, whether the response to a
particular story should be issued by the Institute,
the TIRC, or the SAB - or perhaps by all .

In the present state of the evidence, the position
of the Institute should be compatible with that of
the TIRC and SAB to the same degree of compatibility
as is represented by the publication "Tobacco and
Health.Q

By way of simplification of the foregoing -

(a) The position of the SgB to date, is that
*Science does not yet kn e answer to the
question whether tobacco is a health hazard;
further research is needed .' (In recent weeks,
Dr. Little has countenanced and participated in
a somewhat more affirmative approach; basically
however this remains the official SAB attitude .)

(b) The position of the TIRC is/more affirmative,
in the direction of disp t e validity of tTie
charges made ; but nevertheless limited and re-
strained by its association with SAB, which is a
part of TIRC.

(c) The position of the Tobacco Information
Committee, representing t e n eres "hat support
TIRC but not speaking for TIRC as such, is an
f_fima_tive._ presen-ation ma xhich Ze-
s 2TTscredits the c r¢es s

eaemTi3'ieflin its publication "Tobacco and
Health.w It is anticipated that this function

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/zybp0062
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Mr. John V. Hill -4- February 5, 1958

i Iyjdyg],s ; that over n gence an excess n a ng
may be harmful ; that what is overindulgence or excess
varies with the particular individual, who should be
guided by the advice of his physician.

7. What is to be the Institute's position on
such specific matters as labe7ling contents
of cigarettes, putting on warning labels,
adding punitive taxes to discourage con-
sumption?

Matters such as labelling contents of cigarettes,
putting on warning labels, adding punitive taxes to
discourage consumption, all arise out of the charges
that tobacco is a health hazard .

we believe that smoking is not ha o,''ormal

requests on this matter?

In my view the policy of the Institute regarding
queries as to moderation in smoking should be .-tk~at

wiil be taken over by the Institute.) In my
opinion this is the position that should be
taken by the Institute .

6 . Should the Institute have a policy regard-
ing moderation in smoking for responding to

The Institute's position on all such matters should
be that it has not been proved that tobacco is a health
hazard; that its use is a universal leasure and re-
la ; that many hundre s o ousan s o eo e-~J' ~
epend on it fQr the r ve oo ;and t t any s ep
i-n eion of discouraging consumption of tobacco
is ungustified and harmful .

8 . What will be the Institute's position in
regard to national and state and municipal
tobacco taxes?

The industry has an organization operating in the
field of national, state and municipal tobacco taxes .
Any entry by the Institute into this field would be
a duplication of effort and expense, and would re-
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Mr . John V. Hill . . -5- February 5, 1958

quire substantial additions to its budget . In my
x opinion the Institute as such should stay out of

this field .

As I will be unable to participate in any discussion
of these questions during this month, I would appre-
ciate it if Mr . Bowden, Vice President of this Company,
and Mr . Hitchcock of counsel, be invited to represent
this Company in my place at any policy meetings held
during that time.

,.5incerely,
/i

Paul M . Hahn
President

copies tot

4r. Bouman Gray, President, R. J . Reynolds Tobacco Co .
r. Francis H. Horan, Vice President, Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Joseph Cullman III, President, Philip N.orris, Inc .
Lewis Gruber$ President, P . Lorillard Co .
J. Whitney Peterson, President, United States NTobacco Company 0

Mr. Rnery A . Lewis, President, Brown and Williamson y
N

Tobacco Company ~
Mr . T . V. Hartnett, Chairman, Tobacco Industry Research N0

Committee 00
.p
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